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HANSIK

HANSIK
AN ENERGIZING, NOURISHING AND PLEASANT CUISINE
Over the course of Korea’s 5,000-year history, Korean cuisine has evolved
to include natural foods that are as nutritious as they are tasty. In line with
the health trend worldwide, Korean cuisine is now becoming as ubiquitous
as other popular Korean cultures like K-pop and K-drama. At the heart of
its emergence as a global culinary trend, is the balance between the nutritive
value and the delicious taste it offers.
Capturing the philosophy that “food and medicine come from the same
root,” Korean cuisine primarily consists of nutritious vegetable dishes.
Namul, or salad, is a great source of vitamins and minerals. Meat and fish are
prepared by steaming, boiling, or pan-frying rather than deep-frying so as
to preserve the inherent flavors. Korea’s kimchi¸ now globally established as
a health food, along with the great variety of fermented condiments such as
gochujang (red chili paste), ganjang (soy sauce), and doenjang (soybean paste)
are not only healthy, but also enhance the flavor of food.
One of the joys of traveling is having the opportunity to taste the world, and
learn the culture, history and customs of the visited countries. This book
introduces the foundation and uniqueness of traditional Korean cuisine
through popular and representative dishes including fermented foods like
kimchi and traditional condiments, and also shows various food storing
containers. It also provides information on Korean food experience centers,
food festivals, street foods, and various culinary cultures like company
gatherings and late night snacking. Table etiquette, useful expressions at
restaurants, a shopping list, and other useful information will make traveling
and eating in Korea easier and more fun.
So, come and explore the delicious world of Korean cuisine.
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DOK,

CLAY VESSELS DESIGNED TO
NATURALLY FERMENT AND PRESERVE
FOOD IN OPTIMUM CONDITION
Korean cuisine is the epitome of slow food, which focuses on conforming to the
laws of nature. At its core is the science of fermentation, a process in which
natural microorganisms (such as lactic acid bacteria) break down sugar into
health-benefiting acid in accordance with the timeline set by nature, making
food more nutritious and tasty.
DOK, AN ESSENTIAL TOOL FOR NATURAL FERMENTATION
Kimchi is one of the most well-known fermented dishes of Korean cuisine.
Ganjang (soy sauce), doenjang (soybean paste), and gochujang (red chili paste),
which are added to most dishes, are condiments made by fermenting soybean.
Traditional liquors, jeotgal (salted seafood), and jangajji (pickled vegetables)
also undergo fermentation. In short, Korean cuisine is perfected through
fermentation, and fermentation is enabled by a vessel called dok.
A dok is first shaped with clay, then covered with lye, and finally baked in a kiln.
Also called onggi (earthen pots), ojigeureut (crocks), and hangari (jars), these
clay vessels have invisible breathing holes through which air penetrates to allow
fermentation. It prevents food from going stale by letting in air while retaining
moisture. This is why earthenware is often referred to as “breathing vessels.”
JANG, THE PRIDE OF KOREAN WOMEN
In the olden days, Korean housewives made it their utmost priority to ferment
and preserve jang, or traditional condiments, in their optimum condition.
Condiments were fermented and preserved in
vessels, which were kept in places where they could
receive enough sunlight, and maintained clean so
that they could “breathe.”
Old sayings like “well-fermented jang bring luck to
a home,” and “a daughter-in-law should be able to
make 36 different types of kimchi and 36 different
kinds of jang” prove that well-fermented jang were
the pride and joy of a Korean housewife.
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YANGNYEOM

CONDIMENTS

THE KEY TO FLAVORS AND NUTRITION
IN KOREAN CUISINE
Yangnyeom, though its direct translation is “condiments,” plays a greater role than what is
typically expected of a condiment. Whereas a condiment is usually considered a minor ingredient
added to boost the flavor of the major ingredient, yangnyeom sets the tone for the flavor of a dish
and brings an array of health-enhancing effects. It mirrors our ancestors’ belief that food should
not only please the palate but also benefit the body.
Fermented Soybean Block

Soybean Paste

Sesame Seeds

Black Sesame Seeds

Chili Pepper Powder

Soy Sauce
Salt

GANJANG, DOENJANG, AND GOCHUJANG,
THE THREE MAJOR TRADITIONAL CONDIMENTS MADE
FROM FERMENTED SOYBEAN
Ganjang, doenjang, and gochujang are all condiments made
with meju (fermented soybean blocks). Soybean is rich in
vegetable protein and is packed with various essential amino
acids. Meju is made in late fall by boiling white soybeans
until tender; mashing and shaping the boiled soybeans into
rectangular blocks; and leaving it to age in a warm place.
The blocks are then soaked in salted water for 40 to 60 days
from January to February. The liquid is made into ganjang
and the solid remains are what become doenjang. Gochujang
is made by mixing powdered meju with glutenous rice paste
and gochugaru (chili pepper powder) and then fermenting.
GREEN ONION, GARLIC, AND KOREAN CHILI POWDER,
THE THREE ESSENTIAL HERBS IN KOREAN CUISINE
Green onion, garlic, and chili pepper powder are basic herbs
that are almost always used in Korean cooking. Specially
when making kimchi, green onion, garlic, and chili powder
are crucial ingredients that can’t be substituted or omitted.
Green onion helps remove unwanted odors in meats,
and also adds flavor when seasoning vegetables. Garlic
is becoming more and more popular due to its strong
antibacterial, anticancer, and antioxidant effects. Its
pungent smell and taste complement Korean dishes well.
Korean chili powder is made by grinding well dried Korean
chili. The bright red color instantly stimulates the appetite,
and capsaicin, the substance in chili peppers that makes
them spicy, is known to help boost weight loss.

Green Onion

KKAESOGEUM, CHAMGIREUM, AND DEULGIREUM,
FLAVORFUL AND HEALTHY OILS
Kkaesogeum (ground sesame seeds with salt), chamgireum
(sesame oil) and deulgireum (perilla oil) are ingredients that
make Korean dishes more flavorful and savory. Kkaesogeum
is usually used as garnish, and adds flavor, whereas
chamgireum and deulgireum are usually used to add flavor in
foods like namul (salad), japchae (stir-fried glass noodles and
vegetables), and bibimbap.

Garlic

Red Chili Paste
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BOASTING A HISTORY OF OVER 1,500 YEARS,
AND MORE THAN 200 VARIETIES
Kimchi can be made with practically every vegetable grown
on earth, and because each region of Korea has its own
kimchi, there are more than 200 varieties of it. Although
different in the ingredients used, they are all the same in that
the vegetables are salted, mixed with condiments and left to
ferment.
The kimchi of different regions clearly stand apart from each
other in both taste and appearance. The northern region,
which has longer and colder winters, enjoys kimchi made with
less salt and less chili pepper powder, and is often more watery
than other regions. On the contrary, the kimchi of the warmer
southern region tends to be less watery, and it’s saltier and
spicier so it lasts longer.

Kimchi

Young Summer Radish Kimchi

WORLD-RENOWNED FOOD WITH HEALTH-BOOSTING
PROPERTIES AND A RICH, SAVORY TASTE
Kimchi is made with a variety of vegetables in combination
with a number of condiments. It is a low-calorie food rich
in vitamins, minerals, and dietary fibers. Lactic acids and
aromatic components generated during fermentation add a
rich flavor unique to kimchi. Health, an acclaimed U.S.-based
health magazine, selected kimchi as one of the top five healthboosting foods in the world based on its anticancer effect and
its high vitamin and lactic acid bacteria content.
GIMJANG, A UNESCO INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE OF
HUMANITY
In the olden days, women in village got together for gimjang,
the practice of making large amounts of kimchi to last through
the long winter months when fresh vegetables became scarce.
This longstanding tradition, which is still cherished today, was
not just about making kimchi but about bringing together
families, friends and neighbors and sharing kimchi. Gimjang,
which epitomizes the culture of cooperation and sharing in
Korean communities, as well as the advanced culinary science,
was listed as one of UNESCO’s Intangible Cultural Heritage
of Humanity in 2013.

Green Onion Kimchi

KIMCHI

ONE THOUSAND YEARS OF CULINARY WISDOM
Kimchi is a traditional fermented food of Korea now popular throughout the world. It has many varieties, each
of which uses a different main ingredient and has its own distinctive taste and health-boosting benefits. A single
kimchi contains more than ten vegetables and condiments that blend well through fermentation to create a rich and
savory dish. Additionally, kimchi is loaded with “good bacteria” that strengthens the body’s immune system.
10

White Kimchi

KIMCHI REFRIGERATOR
A kimchi refrigerator was designed to replace the traditional clay
vessels that were used to preserve kimchi for extended periods of
time. This home appliance unique to Korea is equipped with a special
temperature control system that keeps kimchi good and fresh until
the very last bite. These refrigerators come in two types: a top-loading,
closer to the traditional dok that minimizes exposure to external air;
and a drawer type that is easier to use.
11
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JITDA; To make
The Korean verb jitda, which can be simply translated as “to make”, is paired with words related to life, such as nongsa jitda
(to farm), jip jitda (to build a house), si jitda (to write a poem), miso jitda (to smile), and lastly bap jitda (to make rice).
For Koreans, rice symbolizes life. That is why they use the same verb for the act of cooking rice as they do for the act of
farming to produces food and maintain lives; the act of building a house, in which people live; the act of writing a poem,
which is often said to be the song of life; and the act of smiling, which is the expression of one’s inner life.
12
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DAMDA; To contain
The Korean verb damda can be translated as “to contain.” When paired with nature, time,
devotion, or memories, it figuratively means “to reflect.” It is also often paired with food.
Koreans believe food should contain the values and devotion of those who make it, the wisdom
and laws of nature, and the memories built by sharing it with others.
13

BAP

RICE
HISTORY OF DELICIOUS AND GLOSSY RICE
The most basic element in hansik is rice, which is
made by boiling various grains such as rice. The
Korean meal table consists of the staple dish of
steamed rice, and is supplemented by various side
dishes. The cultivation of rice began sometime
between 10th to 15th century BCE, and other
grains like millet, sorghum, proso and barnyard
millet were grown since even before rice. Due
to its long history, Koreans have always been
famous for their great skills in cooking rice.

Korean cuisine is based on rice. The typical Korean meal table centers on rice, and it can be categorized by the number of
side dishes served. Although the word bap literally means “steamed rice,” it also refers to a full meal. Rice is considered
the basic energy source of the Korean people, and it is often said that Koreans live off rice. “Have you eaten yet?” is a very
common and sincere greeting.

INEXHAUSTIBLE REPOSITORY OF FLAVORS
AND NUTRIENTS
While rice can be cooked on its own as steamed
white rice, there are also many other ways of
making and serving rice: multi-grain rice is
cooked with assorted grains such as barley, beans
and red beans; bibimbap is a popular dish served
with various seasoned vegetables and meat;
dolsotbibimbap is a variation of bibimbap that is
served in a hot pot to keep rice warm throughout
the entire meal; kimchi fried rice is an all-time
favorite among Koreans; ssambap is rice wrapped
in various leafy vegetables, and haemulbap is rice
cooked with oysters, mussels or other seafood.
Because rice itself is not strongly flavored and it’s
soft in texture, the possible combination dishes
are endless.

Steamed Brown Rice

Steamed Multi-grain Rice

Modern-style Bibimbap

Nutritious Hot Stone Pot Rice

Steamed White Rice
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A SYMBOL OF LIFE AND PASSION OF THE
KOREAN PEOPLE
Rice is deeply rooted in Korean sentiment and
culture. As rice is held “sacred” by Koreans, it is
consumed with great appreciation to the last grain,
and is regarded a symbol of life. When a baby is
born, people say that “a spoon was added on the
table,” and death is described as “putting down
one’s spoon,” and rice is put into the mouth of the
deceased. The love and compassion of the Korean
people can be seen in the old saying “ten spoons
of rice will make one bowl of rice,” which implies
that by sharing just one spoonful of rice, a new
bowl of rice can be made for the poor. If a Korean
friend invites you for a home-cooked meal, it is an
expression of gratitude and great friendship.
15

GUK, JJIGAE & JEONGOL

SOUPS, STEWS & HOT POTS
GOOD FOR EVERYDAY MEALS AS WELL
AS FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS
Doenjangjjigae (soybean paste stew) and
kimchijjigae (kimchi stew) are typical
broth dishes Koreans enjoy almost every
day. These are Korean “soul foods” much
loved for their deep and savory flavors.
Soybean paste and kimchi are the
representatives of traditional fermented
foods that are very well known for their
great taste and nutritional properties.
While soybean paste stew or kimchi stew
can be considered common dishes good
for everyday meals, meat and seafood
based fancier dishes like jeongol are great
for special occasions, or for inviting
guests.

Koreans enjoy broth dishes for almost every
meal, and there are a variety of broth
dishes in Korean cuisine. Guk is cooked
with enough liquid to fully immerse all
solid ingredients. Tang is a soup variation
that is cooked by simmering the main
ingredient for a long period of time. Jjigae
is less watery, seasoned much stronger than
soups, and is often served in a stone pot.
And jeongol is served in a wide and shallow
pot with seasoned meat or seafood and
other ingredients nicely arranged. Jeongol
is cooked right on the table with broth
being added as necessary.
Soybean Paste Stew

Ginseng Chicken Soup

Kimchi Stew

Beef and Radish Soup

Mushroom Hot Pot
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A BOWLFUL OF FLAVOR, HEALTH AND
WARMTH
The mixture of healthy ingredients
make Korean broth dishes a nutritional
treat. On a long and exhausting day,
Koreans usually fuel up with a bowl
of seolleongtang (ox bone soup) which
is made by simmering beef and bones
for over a day to bring out the best
flavors and nutrients which are known
to help digestion. On hot summer days,
samgyetang (ginseng chicken soup),
which is made by stuffing a whole
chicken with ginseng, garlic, sticky
rice and other healthy ingredients and
simmering, is a great way to beat the
heat.
There are also special soups for special
days. Miyeokguk (seaweed soup) is
also known as “birthday soup” and is
usually served for breakfast on a person’s
birthday. And on the first day of a new
year, usually lunar new year, tteokguk
(sliced rice cake soup) will be on the table
to wish the best of luck and fortune for
the year.
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BANCHAN

SIDE DISHES

Banchan, or side dishes show the “balanced diversity” in Korean cuisine. Along with the staple
dish of rice and soup, a variety of side dishes offering balanced flavors and nutrients are served
together. Each person on the table is served his/her own bowl of rice and soup, and the side
dishes are to be shared by everyone.

RICH AND BALANCED FOODS
Because side dishes are meant to complement and enhance the taste of
rice, a Korean meal table consists of a variety of dishes. The balanced
flavors and nutrients of the side dishes are made using fresh, seasonal
ingredients. Freshly made vegetable, meat and seaweed side dishes are
served along with fermented foods. There are more than 1,500 different
side dishes, and it is interesting to see the combination of hot, cold, dried
and soupy side dishes presented on one table.

THE MOST POPULAR SIDE DISH: SALAD
Having a mostly mountainous terrain, and having
successfully developed a farming culture, Korean
side dishes are usually vegetarian with about
20% being meat-based. Vegetables are served
raw, or cooked and seasoned as namul (salad).
Namul are rich in vitamins and minerals, and are
very common and popular. These vegetables are
typically served in a combination of three colors,
and common namul include spinach (green),
bean sprouts (yellow), bracken (brown), eggplant
(purple) and balloon flower root (white).
LIGHTLY COOKED AND MILDLY SEASONED
MEAT SIDE DISHES
The meat and seafood side dishes served on
the Korean meal table are typically cooked in
a healthy method and seasoned mildly. For
example, bulgogi and galbijjim (braised short
ribs) are popular side dishes made by boiling then
braising beef. Jeon, or Korean pancakes, are also
popular sides made by adding various ingredients
like seafood, kimchi, meat and vegetables to a
flour batter and pan-frying it with only a small
amount of oil. In addition, meat dishes are
usually cooked with plenty of vegetables and
mushrooms, like japchae (stir-fried glass noodles
and vegetables).

Bracken Salad

Spinach Salad

Bean Sprout Salad

BASIC SIDE DISHES
Korean families keep several basic side dishes in
their refrigerator along with various other cooking
ingredients. Basic side dishes are usually strongly
seasoned so that they can be stored for longer
periods of time. Popular basic side dishes that are
ready to serve at anytime include myeolchibokkeum
(stir-fried anchovies), sogogijangjorim (braised beef
in soy sauce), dububuchim (pan-fried bean curd),
ojingeochaebokkeum (stir-fried dried squid) and
gamjajorim (braised potatoes).

Pan-fried Bean Curd

Braised Beef in Soy Sauce
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GUKSU

JUK

NOODLES

PORRIDGE

Today, noodles are often enjoyed as a quick meal, but in the past, noodles were served on special occasions.
As farmers mostly grew only rice, wheat was scarce, therefore noodles, which are made of wheat flour, were a
specialty. Long noodles symbolized a long and happy life, therefore noodle dishes were served
on special occasions such as birthdays, weddings and 60th birthdays (Koreans have
special celebrations for 60th birthday) to make the occasion more festive.

Porridge can be said to be a variation of rice. Unlike rice, which needs to be chewed, porridge is made by boiling
rice in about five times more water until the grains are very soft and mushy. Porridge is usually the first form of
solid food for babies, and it is also ideal for the elderly or patients. Porridge is so easily swallowed and so easy to
digest, that the Korean phrase “as easy as eating cold porridge,” refers to a very easy task.

A GREAT VARIETY OF NOODLE DISHES
A wide range of ingredients and cooking
methods are used in making Korean
noodles. As flour was scarce, other
ingredients like buckwheat, kudzu, corn,
potatoes, sweet potatoes, mung beans
and beans were grounded into powder
and mixed with flour. This brought some
variation to the noodle dishes on the
Korean table.
Popular noodle dishes include janchiguksu
(banquet noodles), thin noodles served
in an anchovy or shellfish based broth,
and kalguksu, hand-rolled noodles served
in a chicken or seafood based broth.
Naengmyeon is also a popular noodle
dish with two variations. There is the
Pyeongyang-style naengmyeon, cold beef
broth mixed with radish water kimchi
and poured over buckwheat noodles, and
there is the Hamheung-style naengmyeon,
potato starch noodles mixed with spicy
seasoning.
People usually eat hot noodles on cold
days and cold noodles on hot days.
However, in accord with the traditional
Korean saying “beat the heat with heat
and the cold with cold,” Koreans often eat
cold noodles in winter and hot noodles in
summer.

FROM SIMPLE WHITE RICE PORRIDGE
TO MORE COLORFUL AND NUTRITIOUS
DELUXE PORRIDGE
The basic Korean porridge is the white
rice porridge cooked with only rice. But
there are also the “deluxe rice porridges,”
which are made by adding fresh seasonal
vegetables, meats, seafood, nuts, grains
and/or other nutritious ingredients to the
basic porridge. While hobakjuk (pumpkin
porridge) and danpatjuk (sweet red
bean porridge) are popular as appetizers
or desserts, sogogibeoseotjuk (beef and
mushroom porridge), yachaejuk (vegetable
porridge), dakjuk (chicken porridge),
haemuljuk (seafood porridge) and
jeonbokjuk (abalone porridge) are served
as main entrees. Porridge is said to have
a longer history than rice, and was part
of an old Korean tradition. On winter
solstice day, the day with the longest
night of the year, Koreans ate red bean
porridge, because it was believed that the
red color of beans kept evil spirits and
misfortune away.

Cold Buckwheat Noodles

Spicy Noodles

Pumpkin Porridge

Sweet Red Bean Porridge

Abalone Porridge
Banquet Noodles
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SUL

LIQUOR

Koreans have brewed and enjoyed their own liquor since ancient times, and a unique
traditional liquor culture has bloomed and grown since. Every family had their own
way of brewing liquor. Gayangju (home-brewed liquor) was made with much care
and devotion to be served on ancestral rites, festive events or when welcoming guests.

TRADITIONAL LIQUOR TRIO— CHEONGJU, MAKGEOLLI, SOJU
Traditional Korean liquors use a “mother yeast” made by
fermenting rice and malt. The clear liquid collected by inserting
a traditional colander-like device in the mother yeast is called
cheongju, and because it took so much time to make only a small
amount, cheongju was regarded as a superior liquor. On the
contrary, makgeolli, which was easier to make in large quantities,
was known as the commoners’ liquor. The name makgeolli was
derived from its making process, combining two Korean words
that translate to “roughly sieved.” Lastly, soju is a liquor with a
higher alcohol content produced by the distillation of makgeolli.
While it is the most popular liquor in Korea today, soju was an
energy boosting drink for kings in the olden days.
A RICH AND ELEGANT HOME-BREWED LIQUOR CULTURE
Through the years, traditional Korean liquors have changed and
advanced depending on medicinal ingredients, flowers and fruits
produced in the different seasons and regions. Korean homes
have brewed their very own liquors for years, and the especially
well-made and great tasting liquors have become representative
liquors in their respective regions. Famed home-brewed liquors
include “Beopju,” made by the wealthy Choe family in Gyodong,
Gyeongju; “Leegangju,” which is a wild pear liquor, from Jeonju;
the Geumsan Ginseng Liquor, and the Andong Soju. During the
Joseon Dynasty (1392 –1910), there were more than 300 regional
liquors renowned for their excellence.
A LIQUOR FOR EVERY OCCASION
In Korea, liquor is always present during ancestral rites, when
inviting guests, or on festive events. As an old saying goes, “you
can see the politics of a village by the taste of its local liquor,”
Koreans often regarded liquor as an indicator of a community’s
dignity and worth. The most popular liquor in Korea today is
soju, and special mixtures like so-maek (soju+maekju (beer)),
fruit soju (soju+citron fruit, peach, apple, grapefruit, etc.), and
“Bekseju” (soju brewed with medicinal herbs) are especially
popular among younger generations.
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HOLIDAY FOODS
The biggest Korean holidays are Seollal (Lunar New Year’s Day), Chuseok (Korean Thanksgiving), and Jeongwol Daeboreum
(Great Full Moon Day). On Seollal and Chuseok, family members get together for a memorial service to their ancestors and visit
close relatives. Popular holiday foods are galbijjim (braised short ribs), japchae (stir-fried glass noodles and vegetables), tteok (rice
cakes) and hangwa (traditional Korean sweets). Regardless, each holiday has a special food for the occasion.

TTEOKGUK
Seollal (Lunar New Year’s Day, the first day of the first lunar month)
In Korea, Seollal is a major holiday that marks the beginning of a New Year. Dressed in their finest New Year clothes, everyone
in the family gathers to perform the ancestral ritual. A key moment is when the younger family members bow before the senior
members of the family. Following the bowing the seniors offer words
of blessing and New Year’s money to the children. On this day,
people eat tteokguk, or sliced rice cake soup, The oval rice cake slices
symbolize the sun, as well as a fortuitous beginning of the New Year.
Custom has it that one becomes a year older after eating a bowl of
tteokguk. It is also said that this soup brings good fortune because the
rice cake slices resemble coins.
Tteokguk

REGIONAL

DELIGHTS
ABUNDANT CULINARY CULTURE FEATURING UNIQUE REGIONAL CHARACTERS
Each region in Korea has developed regional foods that feature unique characteristics all their own. A peninsula
country, Korea is surrounded by the ocean on three sides, and 70% of the land is mountainous terrain. Divided by
various mountain ranges and rivers, each region in the country has different climate and unique agricultural features.
Such diversity of natural environments as well as diverse cultural backgrounds are factors that helped develop the
abundant culinary culture in the country.

Seollal Game - Yutnori

OGOKBAP
Jeongwol Daeboreum (Great Full Moon Day, the fifteenth day of the first lunar month)
In the first month of the year, people perform rites to the guardian spirits of their community, asking the spirits to ensure health
and happiness and help avert disasters and bad luck in the coming year. On the first full moon day, everyone eats ogokbap,
which is thought to ensure longevity. Ogokbap, which means steamed five-grain rice, is made with sticky rice, glutinous
sorghum, red beans, glutinous millet, and beans.
Accompanying ogokbap is an assortment of
namul, or salad, and on the morning of Jeongwol
Daeboreum, people eat nuts such as
chestnuts, walnuts, ginkgo nuts and
peanuts to wish for a healthy year. Bureom
refers to the assortment of nuts, and also
Ogokbap & Namul
Bureom
Jeongwol Daeboreum Game - Jwibulnori
the tradition of eating nuts.

SONGPYEON
Chuseok (Korean Thanksgiving, the fifteenth day of the eighth lunar month)
Celebrated on the fifteenth day of the eighth lunar month, Chuseok literally means autumn night with great moonlight. The
Korean proverb “Be not more, nor less, but just like Hangawi (another word for Chuseok)” suggests that this holiday falls during
the best time of the year, with perfect weather and abundant food. Following the harvest of fruits and grains, people make
songpyeon (half-moon rice cakes) in appreciation of their ancestors,
and the heavens for the bountiful harvest. All of the family members
gather around the table to make half-moon shaped rice cakes. Flour
milled from newly harvested rice is moistened with salt water to form
the dough, which is shaped into small half-moons, filled with a paste
of mung bean, honeyed sesame, chestnuts, or other fillings, and
steamed on a bed of pine needles.
Songpyeon
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Chuseok Game - Ganggangsullae
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SEOUL, INCHEON, GYEONGGI-DO

REFINED TASTES AND STYLES
Seoul developed diverse and splendid culinary culture throughout its 600-year
old history as a capital city from the Joseon Dynasty. Gyeonggi-do, which is
close to the west coast, has an abundance of seafood dishes, and agriculture is
one of the major industries in the region.

SEOUL
Hanjeongsik (Korean Table d’Hote)

INCHEON
Jajangmyeon (Noodles in Black
Bean Sauce) 자장면

SUWON-SI
Wanggalbi (Premium Beef Ribs) 왕갈비

POCHEON-SI
Idonggalbi (Idong-style Marinated
Grilled Beef Ribs) 이동갈비

ICHEON-SI
Ssalbapjeongsik (Set Menu with
Steamed Rice) 쌀밥정식

Ssalbap, or steamed white rice, and 9
or 12 dishes are served together, if you
order a set with steamed rice. Glossy
and tender steamed rice containing the
right amount of moisture served with
tasty side dishes is fit for a king.

HWASEONG-SI
Bajirakkalguksu
(Noodle Soup with Clams) 바지락칼국수

Clams named bajirak caught near
Jebudo Island add a genuinely rich and
savory flavor to noodle soup. The clams
are boiled in water to make a milkywhite clam broth, and chewy noodles
are later added and boiled.

UIJEONGBU-SI
Budaejjigae (Sausage Stew) 부대찌개

HANAM-SI
Yuhwangorigui
(Grilled Mineral-fed Duck) 유황오리구이

SEONGNAM-SI
Dakjuk (Chicken Porridge) 닭죽

한정식

SEOUL
Seolleongtang (Ox Bone Soup) 설렁탕

The name seolleongtang originated from seonnongdan, an altar where the kings
of the Joseon Dynasty prayed for abundance. To make ox bone soup, various
cuts of beef are simmered until they become quite tender. The authentic way of
enjoying this hearty soup is to place steamed rice in the soup and eat it together
with the soup, as many Koreans do. It goes well with Kimchi.

Hanjeongsik, or Korean table d’hote, is
the most extravagant form of Korean
table setting. Various dishes that display
great exquisiteness and elegance are
served on a single table at the same time.
Get a glimpse into the table setting of
the upper classes of the Joseon Dynasty.

The beef ribs are marinated with
fruit-based sauce and grilled over
charcoal, which adds a depth of flavor.
Marinated grilled beef ribs go well with
Idongmakgeolli, a local traditional rice
wine of Idong.

Budae means military in Korea.
Budaejjigae originated from stews
made with sausages that Koreans used
to get from a nearby military bases
after the Korean War. Sausages, ham,
kimchi, sliced tteok (rice cake), and fresh
vegetables are boiled with gochujang (red
chili paste).
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Jajangmyeon is a Korean variation on
the Chinese version of this dish in
which vegetables and meat are sautéed
with black bean sauce then served over
noodles. This dish was first developed
in Incheon’s Chinatown.

Mineral-fed duck, which has enhanced
medicinal benefits, is roasted in a
brazier, which is quite same as baking
pottery in a kiln. In the process, the fat
from the duck meat is cooked away, and
only the non-greasy and finger-licking
meat remains.

Premium-sized beef ribs are scored,
marinated and then grilled. The beef
ribs are more than 15 cm long, which
explains why the word “wang,” meaning
king-sized in Korean, was added to the
name.

Chicken is boiled in water with
medicinal herbs like ginseng and milk
vetch roots, and rice is added and
simmered. The balance of the rich
broth, smooth rice, and tender chicken
meat make this porridge a true comfort
food.
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DAEJEON, CHUNGCHEONGBUK-DO, CHUNGCHEONGNAM-DO

SIMPLE, UNPRETENTIOUS FOOD
The cuisine of Chungcheong-do is distinguished by the simplicity of the food that
brings out natural flavors. Seafood dishes abound in Chungcheongnam-do, and
Chungcheongbuk-do boasts dishes made with wild greens and mushrooms.

CHEONGJU-SI

Olgaengiguk (Marsh Snail Soup) 올갱이국

Olgaengi means marsh snail in the Chungcheongdo dialect. Olgaengiguk, a fine representative of
the area’s cuisine, is boiled with soybean paste,
garlic and garlic chives. This soup is genuinely
comforting with a clean and savory taste.

DAEJEON

Dotorimukmari (Acorn Jelly
in Cold Broth) 도토리묵말이

SEOCHEON-GUN
Jeoneogui
(Grilled Gizzard Shad) 전어구이

BORYEONG-SI
Kkotgemaeuntang
(Spicy Blue Crab Stew) 꽃게매운탕

YEONGDONG-GUN
Eojuk (Fish Porridge) 어죽

CHEONGYANG-GUN
Ssogarimaeuntang (Spicy Mandarin
Fish Stew) 쏘가리매운탕

SEOSAN-SI
Milguknakjitang (Gourd and
Octopus Hot Pot) 밀국낙지탕

DANYANG-GUN
Maneuljeongsik (Set Menu with
Garlic Dishes) 마늘정식

Koreans usually prefer grilled jeoneo
(gizzard shad), as grilling brings out
its bold taste. Gizzard shad has high
unsaturated fat content and can be
eaten whole, including the bones.

Fresh blue crab filled with roe, which
are caught from the west sea near
Boryeong-si, sea cucumber, abalone,
and various vegetables are boiled
together with spicy seasonings.

Intestines and the bones of freshwater
fish are removed, and the remaining
fillet is simmered with seasonings
and rice or noodles until the texture
becomes tender.

Acorn jelly made with acorn
powder is cut into noodle-like
strips and served in cold broth.
With a clean taste and low
calories, this noodle dish is an
ideal choice for those on a diet.
BUYEO-GUN

Yeonnipbap (Steamed Rice
Wrapped in Lotus Leaves)
연잎밥

Glutinous rice with assorted
grains and nuts are wrapped in
lotus leaves then steamed.
It is a memorable treat with the
delicate flavor of lotus leaves.
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Mandarin fish caught in the clean
valley in Cheongyang-gun is boiled
with various vegetables and spicy sauce.
The rich and flavorful broth makes a
perfect pair with the chewy fish.

Octopus caught in the mudflats in
Seosan-si, which are well-known for
their soft meat and clean taste, are boiled
in clear broth with gourds. Don’t forget
to add noodles or dough pieces later.

Danyang-gun is famed for garlic that
boasts rich flavor. Try dolsotbap (hot
stone pot rice) cooked with garlic grown
in Danyang-gun. Several garlic dishes
are served as well.
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GWANGJU, JEOLLABUK-DO, JEOLLANAM-DO

A REPUTATION FOR TIMEHONORED CULINARY CULTURE
Jeolla-do is well-known for its delectable food. The region is close to the south sea
and has the fertile Honam plain where abundant amounts of rice and all kinds
of vegetables are grown. This explains how a variety of delicacies were developed
in the region.

DAMYANG-GUN
Daetongbapjeongsik (Set Menu
with Bamboo-steamed Rice)
대통밥정식

Rice mixed with assorted grains
and nuts is cooked in a bamboo
container. Boasting a gentle but
superb bamboo scent, this bamboosteamed rice goes well with
tteokgalbi, or grilled short rib patties.
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JEONJU-SI
Jeonjubibimbap (Jeonju-style
Bibimbap) 전주비빔밥

GWANGJU
Boribapjeongsik (Set Menu with
Steamed Barley Rice) 무등산보리밥정식

Jeonjubibimbap is garnished so lavishly
and colorfully that it is also called
kkotbap, meaning flower rice in Korean.
Jeonjubibimbap has a particularly savory
taste since rice cooked in ox head broth
creates a richer flavor.

Freshly cooked barley rice is mixed
with an assortment of seasoned wild
greens as well as spicy red chili paste
and savory sesame oil. The fresh tastes
of vegetables and the rich flavor of the
seasonings make a perfect combination.

Well-grown jjangttungeo, which is
indigenous to the broad mudflats of
Suncheon, is boiled with radish leaves,
napa cabbage, radishes and other
ingredients, to which spicy seasoning is
added.

YEONGGWANG-GUN
Gulbijeongsik (Set Menu with
Grilled Yellow Corvina) 굴비정식

NAMWON-SI
Chueotang (Loach Soup) 추어탕

Gulbi, which is yellow corvina dried
with sea breeze, is grilled and served
with steamed rice and side dishes. The
rich taste of grilled gulbi stimulates
one’s appetite.

MOKPO-SI
Nakjiyeonpotang
(Octopus Soup) 낙지연포탕

Nakjiyeonpotang is made with thinlegged octopus, which is a local
specialty of Mokpo, and has mild and
clean taste. Broth is made with various
vegetables, and fresh thin-legged
octopus is added and par-boiled.

BUAN-GUN
Baekhapjuk (Clam Porridge) 백합죽

JEONGEUP-SI
Sanchaejeongsik (Set Menu with
Wild Vegetable Salad) 산채정식

WANJU-GUN
Sundububaekban (Korean Set Menu
with Soft Bean Curd) 순두부백반

Quality clams caught near Gyehwado
Island in Buan, are simmered and
seasoned with sesame oil and salt. This
simple seasoning brings out the natural
savory flavor of the porridge.

This set menu consists of over 30
different wild greens from the valleys
of Naejangsan Mountain, including
bamboo shoots, fern shoots, and aster
sabers. Experience the joy of receiving
mountainous energy with this set menu.

SUNCHEON-SI
Jjangttungeotang (Blue-spotted
Mudskipper Stew) 짱뚱어탕

Well-grown loach caught from the
upper Seomjingang River are ground
and boiled with various vegetables like
radish leaves, Chinese peppers, and
other ingredients. This heart-warming
soup is famed for its rich flavors.

Bean curd stew made with soft bean
curd, seasoned pork meat, and clams
is served with rice and side dishes. The
nutty flavor of the soft bean curd and
the spicy taste of the stew broth seasoned
with chili oil create great harmony.
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BUSAN, GYEONGSANGBUK-DO, GYEONGSANGNAM-DO

GEOJE-SI
Meonggebibimbap
(Sea Pineapple Bibimbap) 멍게비빔밥

ENJOY THE BOLD TASTE OF
THE SOUTHERN REGION
Gyeongsang-do region is divided into Gyeongsangbuk-do, which has a
large basin and is close to the east sea, and Gyeongsangnam-do, which
is close to the south sea. This explains why there are many vegetable
and seafood dishes in the region.

HADONG-GUN
Jaecheopguk (Marsh Clam Soup) 재첩국

Steamed rice is topped with salted sea
squirt and mixed with crushed dried
laver and sesame oil. The fresh and
unique flavor of sea pineapple genuinely
excites one’s appetite.

Jaecheopguk (Marsh Clam Soup) is
made with quality marsh clams sourced
from the Seomjingang River, where
brackish water flows. Served with garlic
chives, this clean and refreshing soup is
sure to please guests’ palates.

MASAN-SI
Agujjim (Braised Spicy Monkfish
with Bean Sprouts) 아구찜

TONGYEONG-SI
Chungmugimbap
(Chungmu Gimbap) 충무김밥

Monkfish braised with spicy seasonings
boasts a chewy texture and savory taste.
Monkfish is more commonly known
as agwi in Korean. In Masan, the fish
is called agu, which is why the dish is
sometimes called agujjim.

Palm-sized gim (laver) is rolled with rice
inside and served with radish kimchi
and spicy baby octopus picked with
small bamboo sticks.

MIRYANG-SI
Dwaejigukbap (Pork and Rice Soup) 돼지국밥
Steamed rice and boiled pork slices are mixed
with rich-flavored soup made with ox-bone broth.
This hearty soup was originally sold at traditional
markets in Miryang about 60 years ago.

BUSAN
Busanmilmyeon (Busan-style
Wheat Noodles) 부산밀면
Noodles made with wheat and starch
are boiled in broth made with ox bones,
medicinal herbs and vegetables. This
local specialty of Busan was first loved
by people after the Korean War as a
substitute for cold buckwheat noodles.
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DAEGU
Makchang (Grilled Entrails) 막창

YEONGDEOK-GUN & ULJIN-GUN
Daegejjim (Steamed Snow Crab) 대게찜

ANDONG-SI
Jjimdak (Braised Chicken) 찜닭

Beef or pork entrails are sizzled to crispy
perfection and dipped in soybean paste
sauce made with spicy green peppers,
garlic, and green onions. The more
you chew the grilled entrails, the richer
the flavor you get to taste. It is also a
popular side dish for soju.

The word daege is a combination of dae,
meaning bamboo in Chinese character,
and ge, meaning crab in Korean, since
the shape of the snow crab legs resembles
bamboo trunks. Snow crab is steamed in
a simple manner and served. Once you
taste it, you will love the taste.

Jjimdak, which is braised in soy sauce
along with glass noodles and various
vegetables, is quite addictive. This
chicken dish was mainly enjoyed by rich
families in Andong during the Joseon
Dynasty. Nowadays, jjimdak became a
local delicacy of Andong.
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GANGWON-DO

FOOD THAT RESEMBLES
THICK FOREST AND THE BLUE EAST SEA
Much of Gangwon-do is covered by mountains, and therefore is noted for its abundant harvests of
vegetables, especially corn, buckwheat and potatoes. The Yeongdong area, which is situated on the east
coast, is also abundant in marine products.

SOKCHO-SI
Ojingeosundae
(Stuffed Squid)
오징어순대

CHUNCHEON-SI

Dakgalbi
(Spicy Stir-fried Chicken) 닭갈비
Chopped chicken is marinated
with spicy seasoning and grilled
with various vegetables. Don’t
forget to try fried rice made with
the remaining sauce.

Minced pork, chopped
green peppers, carrots,
garlic and other
ingredients are mixed,
and stuffed into a squid
and steamed or boiled.
This unique local
specialty of Gangwondo is a memorable treat.

CHUNCHEON-SI

Makguksu
(Buckwheat Noodles) 막국수
Makguksu or buckwheat noodles,
has a plain but unique taste.
Buckwheat noodles are served in a
cold radish water kimchi broth or
beef broth.

JEONGSEON-GUN
Gondrenamulbap
(Thistle Rice) 곤드레나물밥

YANGYANG-SI
Songibap
(Pine Mushroom Rice) 송이밥

HWACHEON-GUN
Sancheoneohoe
(Sliced Raw Masou Salmon) 산천어회

Rice is cooked with locally-sourced
pine mushrooms, which boast a chewy
texture and a superbly rich flavor. You
can enjoy the rich and unique flavor of
pine mushrooms to the last spoonful.

The color of sancheoneo (masou salmon)
is quite like the orange color of salmon,
but the texture is juicier and chewier.
Enjoy sliced raw cherry salmon with
spicy and sour chili pepper sauce.

GANGNEUNG-SI
Chodangsundubu (Chodang Soft
Bean Curd) 초당순두부

DONGHAE-SI
Ojingeomulhoe
(Cold Raw Squid Soup) 오징어물회

Chodang is noted for its soft bean curd
made with locally sourced quality spring
water. Soft bean curd is simply served
with soy sauce. Soft bean curd stew
made with vegetables is a popular dish.

Fresh raw squid is thinly sliced and
served in chilled spicy and sour broth
with vegetables. You can enjoy the fresh
taste of squid caught near the Mukho
and Jumunjin areas.

INJE-SI
Hwangtaeguk
(Dried Pollack Soup) 황태국

Rice is cooked with thistle, which has
a gentle flavor and soft texture, and
mixed with soy sauce seasoning made
with green onion, garlic, chili pepper
powder, and sesame oil.
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Pollack, a type of white fish that has a
plain and lean meat, is dried with cold
winter breezes to make hwangtae. Dried
pollack is boiled with potatoes, bean
curd, mushrooms, and other ingredients.
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JEJU

AN ISLAND WITH BEAUTIFUL NATURE
Since Jeju is an island, it is a major producer of seafood, as well as beans, barley,
millet, and sweet potatoes, which is why such ingredients are frequently used
in various local dishes.

THE

MICHELIN
GUIDE

Restaurants recognized by the Michelin Guide, a world-renowned restaurant guide book,
abound in Seoul. A selection of the best across all styles offered by restaurants in Seoul await you,
ranging from Michelin Star restaurants to Bib Gourmands –places that offer a carefully prepared,
but simpler style of cooking at reasonable prices.

JEJU-SI
Saengseonjorim (Braised Fish) 생선조림
Fresh fish is braised with spicy
seasonings, radish and broth. Braised
cutlassfish and mackerel are popular
local specialties of the island.

JEJU-SI
Heukdwaejigui
(Marinated Grilled Black Pork) 흑돼지구이

Marinated black pork is grilled over charcoal.
Jeju black pork is noted for its tender texture
and is high in unsaturated fatty acid.

EXCEPTIONAL CUISINE, WORTH A SPÉCIAL JOURNEY

2019

SEOUL
SEOGWIPO-SI
Okdomgui
(Grilled Red Tilefish) 옥돔구이

Okdom, a premium local fish of Jeju, is
half-dried with sea breeze, coated with
sesame oil and grilled. Enjoy the rich
taste of the dish.
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PYOSEON-MYEON
Momguk (Gulfweed Soup) 몸국
Gulfweed, a type of seaweed, is boiled
in pork bone broth. The clean but rich
taste of the soup is quite impressive.

JUNGMUN AREA
Bangeohoe
(Sliced Raw Yellow Tail) 방어회

Yellow tail is dark blue on its upper
body, and silver white on its lower part.
You will be addicted to the clean taste
of the sliced raw fish.
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E XCEPTIONAL CUISINE , WORTH A SPÉCIAL JOURNEY

COURT CUISINE WITH A MODERN TWIST, GAON

STYLISH KOREAN DINING, LA YEON

Beautiful cuisine that blooms on elegant ceramic vessels

Revives authenticity in combination with top-quality seasonal ingredients and refined styling

GAON is an authentic Korean restaurant that presents royal cuisine, the most elegant form of traditional Korean
food, graced by a touch of modernity in its course menu. Court cuisine with a modern twist stimulates the five
senses. The restaurant uses only the best-in-quality seasonal ingredients sourced from around the country. Rich
flavored condiments such as soy sauce and soy bean paste that have been matured more than 10 years are another
secret behind the superb quality of the kitchen’s work.
Run by GwangJuYo, a maker of fine Korean ceramics, GAON uses custom-designed ceramic vessels considering
the color, texture and health effects of dishes. Grilled red tilefish served on a white porcelain, dessert placed on a red
porcelain, etc. display great finesse and elegance. GAON's signature ON-NAL course brings out the natural taste of
seasonal ingredients, and GA-ON course boasts the splendid techniques of the chef.

La Yeon is a Korean restaurant located in the Shilla hotel, where one can appreciate the elegance of traditional court
cuisine and food for noble families of the Joseon Dynasty. “Best-in-quality formal Korean dining presented with the
courtesy and style of traditional royal culture,” is the slogan of the establishment. Time-honored tradition of Korean
cuisine is displayed with a contemporary approach. Only top-quality seasonal ingredients are sourced every day to
present fresh tastes, and a harmony between tradition and modernity makes this restaurant even more unique. Try
sinseollo and gujeolpan, which are typical royal foods of Korea. Sinseollo, or a royal hot pot, is a perfect combination of
top-quality Korean beef brisket broth, various Korean-style pancakes and vegetables. Also, try Gujeolpan, or a platter
of nine delicacies, to experience the unique culinary Korean culture of wrapping several ingredients and eating them
all together. Eight kinds of seasonal ingredients are wrapped with wheat crepe. La Yeon takes pride in presenting
the elegant beauty of Korea’s culinary culture. Modernity, which is the overall concept of the Shilla hotel, is in great
harmony with the traditional Korean architect.

02-545-9845~6

www.gaonkr.com

MF, Horim Art Center, 317, Dosan-daero, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

02-2230-3367
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www.shilla.net/seoul

23F, The Shilla Seoul, 249, Dongho-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul
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MODERN-STYLE HANSIK, KWONSOOKSOO

CREATIVE TRANSFORMATION OF HANSIK, JUNGSIK

Refined Korean cuisine proudly presented by Chef Kwon

Taste attractive dishes created by a modern Korean cuisine pioneer

The name of the restaurant is derived from an archaic Korean word “suksu” which means a “professional cook.” Chef
Kwon Woo-joong interprets traditional Korean cuisine with a decidedly modern flair, using both rare and readilyavailable seasonal ingredients to create unconventional flavors. This young and passionate chef makes all cooking
oils, preserved seafood, fermented condiments and vinegars in house.
Course menus include lunch and dinner courses, and a chef tasting course. What catches guests’ eyes is that
food is served on small portable tables for each person. Unlike ordinary course menu, the course menu of Kwon
Sook Soo begins with juansang, a table with an alcoholic beverage and side dishes, followed by freshly sliced raw
fish, tteokgalbi, or grilled short rib patties, bansang that consists of steamed rice and side dishes, and dessert. We
recommend the counter seats where you can see the lively scene of chefs preparing food with fresh ingredients
sourced every day.

Jungsik is a must-visit if you want to taste modern-style Korean cuisine. Chef Yim Jung-sik is touted as the pioneer of
modern Korean dining. Presenting different menu items made with seasonal ingredients every month, Jungsik offers
two lunch course meals (four or five courses), a five-course dinner, or an eight-course signature menu.
Jungsik has created a modern-style gujeolpan (platter of nine delicacies). Instead of serving wheat crepes with colorful
stuffing such as stir-fried meat and vegetables, the restaurant presents laver chips along with cream cheese, salmon
roe, stir-fried kimchi and kelp jelly. Another signature dish is the Dolhareubang dessert inspired by omegitteok (local
rice cakes of Jeju Island). Black bread stuffed with mugwort-flavored ice cream and sweet red bean paste resembles
dolhareubang (special stone statue found on Jeju Island). With locations in Seoul and New York, this creative Korean
restaurant pioneers new flavors beyond your imagination.

02-542-6268
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E XCELLENT COOKING, WORTH A DETOUR

www.kwonsooksoo.com

02-517-4654

www.jungsik.kr

11, Seolleung-ro 158-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

37 Apgujeong-ro 80-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
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A V E R Y G O O D R E S TA U R A N T I N I T S C AT E G O R Y

A REFINED KOREAN RESTAURANT, BICENA
Savor authentic Korean cuisine that is both healthy and divine

ENJOY THE HARMONY OF INGREDIENTS, MINGLES

BICENA is perched on the 81st floor of Lotte World Tower, which is rising as a new landmark of Seoul. Head Chef Bang
Ki-su presents “neo classic” hansik, Korean cuisine with modern influences. Chef Bang, who was invited to work for another
fine dining establishment in Beijing during the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, presents new cuisine every season created
with jang, Korean condiments. Signature dishes include honggyetang (silky chicken soup) made with silky chicken stuffed
with abalone, chestnuts, jujube, garlic, glutinous rice and boiled in a red ginseng broth that was simmered for 72 hours.
02-3213-1260~1

www.bicena.com

81F, LOTTE World Tower, 300, Olympic-ro, Songpa-gu, Seoul

Meet the new world of Korean sauces

This Korean restaurant lives up to its name “Mingles”, as in the mixing of different things to create a new harmony.
Chef Kang Min-goo creates diversity based on authentic Korean cuisine. He is particularly noted for using Korean
condiments, in an entirely different way. The restaurant's signature dessert, Jang Trio, is vanilla ice creams served with
3 different paste toppings – doenjang (soybean paste) creme brulee, gochujang (red chili paste) cereal, and ganjang (soy
sauce) pecans – then topped with whisky foam to create a subtle and unique flavor.
Prior to the main dish, unique appetizer called Mingles Egg is served in egg shells. Egg custard mixed with Spanish
chorizo sausage, green beans, and other ingredients boasts a soft pudding-like texture. A favorite place among epicures,
Mingles serves two courses (lunch and dinner), and the menu items are subject to change depending on seasonal
availability. Reservations are required.
02-515-7306

www.restaurant-mingles.com

1F, 757, Seolleung-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

ELEGANT NOBLE FAMILY CUISINE, POOM
Natural ingredients that bring out the natural flavors of seasonal ingredients

A touch of creativity graces the fundamentally traditional cuisine that was once enjoyed by noble families in the Joseon
Dynasty. This refined Korean restaurant presents savory health foods using only seasonal ingredients and natural
seasonings. Signature dishes include seunggiaktang (stuffed fish casserole) for spring, mineogamjeong (croaker stew) for
summer, jayeonsongigui (grilled wild pine mushrooms) for fall and jeonbokguljeongol (abalone and oyster hot pot) for
winter. Don’t forget to make a reservation to enjoy the delectable dishes offered by this fine dining establishment.
02-777-9007
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www.poomseoul.com

3F, Daewon-jeongsa Bldg., 49, Duteopbawi-ro 60-gil, Yongsan-gu, Seoul
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AUTHENTIC KOREAN CUISINE, GOTGAN

ADDING MODERNITY TO TRADITIONAL FOOD, DOSA

A fine dining institution that honors the tradition of Korean noble families who reflected philosophy and aestheticism in food

Combining Korean food with the local culinary culture

Gotgan is a Korean fine-dining restaurant that honors the philosophy and aesthetic value of noble families in the
Joseon Dynasty. What makes this restaurant unique is that only a minimum amount of seasoning is used with a simple
recipe so that guests can enjoy as much natural taste of seasonal produce as possible. Signature dishes include 9 kinds of
appetizers made with 9 different seasonal ingredients that change every month. Reservations are required.

A star chef from Las Vegas, Back Sung-ook (or Akira Back) opened Dosa, a modern fine Korean dining in
Cheongdam-dong, Seoul in 2016. Dosa serves lunch and dinner courses, presenting a creative Korean-style cuisine.
Enjoy unique variations of Korean food including the chef’s signature mushroom pizza and bossam (napa wraps with
pork).

02-2055-4447

50F, FKI Bldg., 24, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul

02-516-3672

www.dosaseoul.com

B1F, 7, Dosan-daero 67-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

EXPERIENCE SIMPLICITY, BALWOO GONGYANG

FUSION KOREAN RESTAURANT, SOIGNÉ

Recipes that brings out the natural flavor of ingredients

Presenting a unique seasonal menu

Balwoo Gongyang is a temple cuisine restaurant run by the Jogye Order of Korean Buddhism. Barugongyang means
the communal meal tradition of Buddhist monks originating from the asceticism of Buddha 2,500 years ago. Nonvegetarian ingredients such as meat and seafood are prohibited, and also banned are osinchae, which are five spicy and
pungent vegetables (green onions, garlic, garlic chives, wild chives and heunggeo (Scilla scilloides)). Vegetable dishes
boast light and mild tastes.

Soigné, meaning “elegantly dressed or well groomed” in French, is a modern Korean restaurant opened by chef Lee Jun
in Seorae Village, known as the Small France of Seoul. Soigné gives guests a unique experience with creative changing
menus under different seasonal themes. Most recently, menu number 19 was designed under the theme of “Sea:
Mudflat, Sand and Island”, offering a creative menu of local seafood, such as clam tarts as well as barley risotto topped
with grilled dried yellow corvina.

02-733-2081
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www.theskyfarm.co.kr

www.balwoo.or.kr

5F, Temple Stay Bldg., 56, Ujeongguk-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-3477-9386

www.soignerestaurantgroup.com

B1F, 46 Banpo-daero 39-gil, Seocho-gu, Seoul
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STYLISH CUISINE BOASTING NATURAL FLAVORS, JOO OK

KOREAN FOOD PRIDE, LEE JONG KUK 104

Taste premium dishes full of artistic spirit

A whole new level of flavor that awakens your senses

Joo Ok, meaning gem in Korean, was created by chef Shin Chang-ho and is a contemporary Korean restaurant offering
premium course meals. What’s unique about this place is that it offers vinegar tastings prior to meals. The chef ’s
philosophy, “No cook can beat good ingredients,” is reflected in his dishes. Abalone mixed with house-made perilla oil and
Cheongdam yukhoe (pastry topped with beef tartare) amuse both the palate and the eyes.

This fine Korean dining experience created with the artistic sense of chef Lee Jong-kuk presents luxurious Korean table
d’hote in a gallery like space. You can enjoy quality cuisine while surrounded by the exhibitions of sobans (traditional
Korean tables) and antiques. Plus, the dishes made with seasonal ingredients and fermented sauces are served on artistic
plates. The chef serves a memorable treat using precious ingredients including deep-sea oysters, which resemble cherry
blossoms, as well as premium seasonal mushrooms.

02-518-9393

thejoook.modoo.at

52-7 Seolleung-ro 148-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

02-747-0104

EXPERIENCE TRADITIONAL KOREAN CUISINE, HANSIKGONGGAN

SURPRISINGLY CREATIVE COURSE MEAL, EXQUISINE

Taste the essence of Korean food while enjoying views of Changdeokgung Palace

Pioneering new flavors with experimental cuisine

Created by the delicate touch of Korean cuisine master Cho Hee-sook, Hansikgonggan adds modernity to traditional
Korean table d’hote. Besides the food, you can also enjoy a wonderful view of Changdeokgung Palace. The restaurant
mainly offers royal cuisine and noble family food with menu items that differ by season. Try the laver and potato chip
appetizer, then the royal hot pot as well as traditional Korean table d'hote dishes inspired by the royal table of the
Joseon Dynasty.

Opened in 2017, Exquisine became a Michelin starred restaurant (one-star) in just one year. The restaurant offers
contemporary cuisine developed by chef Jang Kyung-won, who creates new flavors through Korean fusion cuisine.
Exquisine only offers course meals with regularly changing menu items. The restaurant’s signature potato dish boasts a
unique texture of mashed potato topped with sea urchin roe cream. Be sure to make reservations as seating is limited.

02-747-8104
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95-1 Seongbuk-ro, Seongbuk-gu, Seoul

www.arariomuseum.org/restaurant.php

02-542-6921

www.facebook.com/exquisineseoul

6 Samseong-ro 140-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

4F, Arario Museum in Space, 83 Yulgok-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul
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BIB GOURMAND RESTAURANTS
Exceptional good food at moderate prices

A FLOWER BLOSSOM ON THE RICE
(KKOTBABEPIDA)
This 100% organic restaurant blends
traditional and modern Korean cuisines.
Bibimbap wrapped in a thin egg omelet,
is their signature menu.
02-732-0276
kottbob.modoo.at
3-6 Insadong 16-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

BONGPIYANG

GAESEONG MANDU KOONG

GEBANG SIKDANG

GEUMDWAEJI SIKDANG

This 25-year old Korean restaurant is
famed for its quality bean curd dishes.
You can choose either the soft bean
curd or biji (soy pulp) depending on the
texture you prefer.

Famed for its authentic Pyeongyangstyle naengmyeon (cold buckwheat
noodles) and barbecued pork ribs,
Bongpiyang specializes in Pyeongyangstyle naengmyeon.

This ref ined bistro specializes in
Gaeseong-style dumplings. Jumbo-sized
plump dumplings attract dumpling
lovers with their rich flavors.

Owned by a former fashion marketer,
G eba n g Si k d a n g sp e c i a l i z e s i n
marinated crab dishes. The restaurant’s
signature is a set of soy sauce marinated
crabs aged in premium soy sauce.

You can enjoy premium pork at
Geumdwaeji Sikdang. Grilled thick
pork belly ribs as well as grilled pork
shoulder, boasting superb marbling, are
the signature dishes.

02-523-2860
baengnyeonok.modoo.at
2407, Nambusunhwan-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul

02-415-5527
www.bjgalbi.com
1-4, Yangjae-daero 71-gil, Songpa-gu, Seoul

02-733-9240
www.koong.co.kr
11-3, Insadong 10-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

010-8479-1107
gebangsikdang.modoo.at
17, Seolleung-ro 131-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

02-2231-0561
149, Dasan-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul

BONGSANOK

BUCHON YUKHOE

BUKMAKGOL

GWANGHWAMUN GUKBAP

HADONGKWAN

HALMAEJIP

Bongsanok presents North Korean-style
dumpling soup. Dumplings stuffed with
napa cabbage and pork are served in a
beef brisket broth simmered for 12 hours,
boasting a superb texture.

Buchon Yukhoe has maintained its fame
as a must-visit place to enjoy yukhoe
(raw marinated beef). Opened in 1965,
the restaurant serves a variety of yukhoe
dishes.

This bistro in Insa-dong serves an
exquisite Korean set menu that consists
of steamed rice, pollack stew and side
dishes. The stew goes well with glossy
steamed rice.

Run by chef Park Chan-il, Gwanghwamun
Gukbap is a pork and rice soup
restaurant. The soup is served with an
abundance of garlic chives along with
freshly cooked rice.

This place specializes in savory gomtang
(beef bone soup). Their wholesome bowl
of beef soup with rice is topped with
plenty of beef slices and green onions.

The rich pork back bone stew, which is
served with fresh vegetables, and savory
braised pig’s feet have dazzled the taste
buds of loyal patrons for more than 40
years.

02-730-0980
www.7300980.com
124-6 Samcheong-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-738-5688
53, Sejong-daero 21-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul

02-525-2282
5-6 Banpo-daero 8-gil, Seocho-gu, Seoul

02-2267-1831
bcyukhoe.modoo.at
200-12, Jong-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-776-5656
www.hadongkwan.com
12, Myeongdong 9-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul

02-735-2608
halmaejip.modoo.at
1-5, Sajik-ro 12-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

CHANYANGJIP

CHUNGMURO JJUKKUMI BULGOGI

DAESUNGJIP

HANILKWAN

HAPJEONGOK

HWANGGEUM KONGBAT

This cozy establishment serves a truly
memorable bowl of noodle soup with an
abundance of seafood. The hand-made
noodles, made from scratch on-site, are
superb.

This restaurant has been ser ving
webfoot octopus bulgogi for more than
40 years. Here, the ocellated octopus is
marinated in a special sauce also called
the “magic sauce.”

For a soul-satisfying bowl of doganitang
(ox-knee soup), look no further than
Daesungjip. Chewy and tender meat
as well as rich soup and rice will boost
your energy.

Since 1939, the restaurant has been
honoring the traditions of Seoul-style
food, rooted in royal court cuisine. The
restaurant’s Seoul-style dishes boast
quite superb tastes.

Beef bone soup and boiled beef slices
are the main menu items. The broth
boasts a rich flavor. The soybean paste
soup with napa cabbage is also not to
be missed.

The tofu is made fresh daily, and they
also make and sell rich soybean paste
stew and unrefined rice wine. Napa
wraps with pork is also a popular item.

02-743-1384
chanyangjip.modoo.at
5, Donhwamun-ro 11da-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul
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BAECNYUNOK

02-2279-0803
jjubulgogi.modoo.at
11, Toegye-ro 31-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul

02-735-4259
daesungjip.modoo.at
5, Sajik-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-732-3735
www.hanilkwan.co.kr
14, Apgujeong-ro 38-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

02-322-4822
2F, 21, Yanghwa-ro 1-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul

02-313-2952
6, Gullebang-ro 1-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul
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HWANGSAENGGA KALGUKSU

ILHOCHIC

IMUN SEOLNONGTANG

MAPO OK

MEALBON

MIJIN

This beloved establishment is famed for
its humble noodle soup and hand-made
dumplings. Freshly-made dumplings
and noodles in a rich broth make the
perfect pair.

You can enjoy modern style Korean
food at Ilhochic. Stir-fried beef and soft
cooked egg with rice; and the set menu
with grilled fish are popular here. The
chef uses seasonal ingredients.

This humble establishment honors its
more than 100-year old tradition of
boiling beef shank bones for 17 hours in
a cast iron pot until the broth turns rich
and opaque.

This restaurant has been in business
since 1949. A hearty ox bone soup is
served with a generous amount of beef
brisket and rice. You can pour a little bit
of kimchi juice in the soup.

The noodles and dumpling skins made
fresh daily are pleasantly chewy. The
noodle soup uses a rich beef broth, and
their dumplings (steamed or fried) are
also popular.

This place has been serving buckwheat
noodles for more than 50 years. The
buckwheat pancake made with mung
bean sprouts, tofu, ripe kimchi and pork
is also very popular.

02-739-6334
hwangsanga.modoo.at
78, Bukchon-ro 5-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-794-2648
35, Daesagwan-ro, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-733-6526
imun.modoo.at
38-13, Ujeongguk-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-716-6661
www.mapook.com
2F, 312 Tojeong-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

02-499-9801
67-16 Achasan-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul

02-732-1954
#117, le Meilleur Jongno
town, 19 Jong-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

JAHA SON MANDU

JINMI PYEONGYANG NAENGMYEON

JUNGIN MYEONOK

MOKCHEON JIP (ENCORE KALGUKSU)

MYEONGDONG KYOJA

NAMPO MYEONOK

This restaurant has been attracting
guests with rustic dumpling recipes
passed down over three generations.
The hearty dumplings nestled in a
delicate beef broth are not to be missed.

T he c he f ’s 2 0 -y e a r e x p e r ie nc e
guarantees the same great tasting
naengmyeon (cold buckwheat noodles)
everyday. Their boiled pork slices and
warm noodles are also recommended.

This famed restaurant is celebrated
among locals for its tasty and authentic
Pyeong yang-style cold buckwheat
noodles. You will be fascinated by the
clean taste of these authentic noodles.

You can choose from several noodle
soup variations. Signature dishes include
authentic style noodle soup, noodle
soup with red bean broth, and noodle
soup with seaweed fulvescens.

Myeongdong Kyoja is a 51-year old
Korean bistro that has been loved by
Koreans of all ages. The tender noodles
and savory warm broth make the perfect
pair.

This place specializes in Pyeongyangstyle cold buckwheat noodles, beef
hot pot and Korean pancakes. Both
western-style and Koreanstyle tables
(sitting on floor) are available.

02-379-2648
www.sonmandoo.com
12, Baekseokdong-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-515-3469
305-3 Hakdong-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

02-2683-2615
junginmyeonok.modoo.at
1 0, Gukhoe-daero 76-gil, Yeongdeungpo-gu,
Seoul

02-525-8418
mokchonjib.modoo.at
69, Hyoryeong-ro 52-gil, Seocho-gu, Seoul

02-776-5348
www.mdkj.co.kr
29, Myeongdong 10-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul

02-777-3131
24, Eulji-ro 3-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul

LIMBYUNGJOO SANGDONG KALGUKSU

MANDUJIP

MANJOK OHYANG JOKBAL

NEUNG RA DO

OGANE JOKBAL

OGEUNNAE DAKGALBI

This eatery serves hand-made noodles
made with fresh produce sourced every
day. Enjoy the pleasant texture of
noodles and comforting broth.

This Korean bistro boasts the clean
taste of manduguk (dumpling soup)
made with hearty dumplings and richflavored beef brisket broth.

Want to try a new version of jokbal
(braised pig’s feet)? The signature dish
to try here is warm jokbal, served with
garlic sauce instead of common salted
shrimp sauce.

At Neung Ra Do, you can taste the
essence of the northern region style
food that brings out the natural flavors
of ingredients with a minimal use of
seasonings.

This restaurant is famed for its tender
and chewy braised pig’s feet with rich
flavor. Bossam (napa wraps with pork)
and makguksu (buckwheat noodles) are
also popular items on the menu.

Ogeunnae Dakgalbi uses only chicken
thighs sourced from the jurisdiction,
and the fresh vegetables and spicy sauce
add to the depth of the rich flavor.

02-3473-7972
sandongkalguksu.modoo.at
63, Gangnam-daero 37-gil, Seocho-gu, Seoul
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02-544-3710
mandoojip.modoo.at
338, Apgujeong-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

02-753-4755
www.manjok.net
134-7, Seosomun-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul

02-569-8939
neungrado.modoo.at
7, Eonju-ro 107-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

02-575-6608
oganejokbal.modoo.at
21, Nonhyeon-ro 36-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

02-797-0131
ogeunnae.modoo.at
15, Ichon-ro 29-gil, Yongsan-gu, Seoul
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OH TONGYOUNG

OJANGDONG HAMHEUNG NAENGMYEON

OKDONGSIK

YONGGEUMOK

YUKJEON HOEKWAN

YURIMMYEON

This Tongyeong-style cuisine restaurant
serves specialties such as sea urchin
bibimbap, sea squirt bibimbap, and
abalone rice served with unsalted butter.

This Hamheung-style cold buckwheat
noodle place has been loved for 64 years
for its delectable spicy cold buckwheat
noodles. The secret to its exquisite dish
lies in the savory spicy sauce.

Rice soup topped with thin pork slices
is served in a shiny Korean brass bowl.
Only 100 bowls of pork and rice soup
(dwaeji gukbap) are prepared and sold
daily.

Yonggeumok presents the Seoul style
chueotang (loach soup) of using whole
loaches. You will leave feeling wholly
satisfied and fulfilled with this hearty
soup.

This half century-old restaurant offers
an iconic crispy dish named bassak
bulgogi. Grilled over an open flame,
the marinated beef is crispy outside and
juicy inside. Its soft texture and mild
sweet taste attract people of all ages.

This noodle place has been in business
for more than 50 years. Noodles
made with buckwheat produced in
Bongpyeong digest well thanks to the
soft texture. Udon in a hot pot and spicy
buckwheat noodles are popular as well.

02-544-2377
ohtongyoung.modoo.at
B2F, 10, Seolleung-ro 158-gil, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul

02-2267-9500
ojangmyeonok.modoo.at
108, Mareunnae-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul

010-5571-9915
44-10 Yanghwa-ro 7-gil, Mapo-gu

02-777-4749
yongkeumok.modoo.at
41-2, Jahamun-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-703-0019
www.yukjeon.com
47, Tojeong-ro 37-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul

02-755-0659
139-1, Seosomun-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul

TIPS FOR USING RESTAURANTS
CHOOSING MENU ITEMS

PILDONG MYEONOK

PIYANGKONG HALMANI

SAMCHEONGDONG SUJEBI

Located close to Namsangol Hanok
Village, Pildong Myeonok is a renowned
Pyeongyang-style cold buckwheat noodle
place. The Pyeongyang-style broth
boasts a savory and mild flavor, whereas
the boiled pork slices are quite tender.

This longstanding restaurant has
thrived for decades serving kongbiji (soy
pulp stew). The creamy and nutty stew
embodies the sincerity and devotion of
the owner.

Since its opening in 1982, there has
always been a line at this restaurant.
Their thin sujebi, hand-pulled dough,
is very soft and tasty. Another popular
menu is the potato pancake.

02-2266-2611

26, Seoae-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul

02-508-0476
piyang.modoo.at
30, Samseong-ro 81-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

02-735-2965
samcheongsujeb.modoo.at
101-1 Samcheong-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

Korean cuisine usually includes steamed rice, soup and kimchi. If you order a main dish like sundubujjigae
(soft bean curd stew), yukgaejang (spicy beef soup), or kimchijeongol (kimchi hot pot), you can always expect to
be served steamed rice, kimchi and a few side dishes as well. There are a few exceptions, though. If you order
bulgogi, galbijjim (braised short ribs) or hoe (sliced raw fish), steamed rice can be ordered separately.
HOW TO ORDER

Each table in Korean restaurants is fitted with a bell at one edge, so you can press it to signal a server. If you
cannot locate the bell, just raise your hand and say “Jeogiyo,” and a server will come to take your order. Then point
to the menu item you would like and say “Igeollo juseyo.” If you would like a recommendation, then you can say
“Oneul mwoga masisseoyo?” and the server will make a recommendation.
PAYING THE BILL

Unlike restaurants in other countries, those in Korea have a separate counter where you can pay the bill. Bring the
bill with you, or you can just go to the counter, and the person at the counter will check your table number and
will let you know the price to settle the bill.

SEMIGYE

WOO LAE OAK

YANGYANG MEMIL MAKGUKSU

Taste spicy stir-fried chicken served
with a cheese hot pot. You can wrap
the charcoal grilled chewy chicken neck
meat with tortilla.

Topped with meat, napa cabbage
and pear slices, these cold buckwheat
noodles served in a rich broth are
memorable treats even for first timers.

The noodles here are 100% buckwheat
flour, and are made to order every single
time. There is also a spicy variation with
seasoned raw fish.

02-792-2155
34, Daesagwan-ro, Yongsan-gu, Seoul
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02-2265-0151
62-29 Changgyeonggung-ro, Jung-gu,
Seoul

02-3482-3738
yangyangkuksu.modoo.at
10, Donggwang-ro 15-gil, Seocho-gu,
Seoul

2
1

3
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TABLE MANNERS

EXPERIENCE KOREAN FOOD CULTURE

Unlike dining traditions in other countries, where the food is served one course at a time, in the Korean tradition, all the dishes are
served at once. Soup and rice are served individually, while stews or hot pots are served in a large pot to be shared.
Today, Koreans continue to follow some Confucian principles. Thus, showing respect for others, especially elders, is very important,
and in the same spirit, etiquette is fundamental in a Korean meal, including expressions of gratitude to those who provided the meal.

Learn to cook Korean food and experience the country’s rich culinary culture.
The superb taste of Korean food will please your five senses.

DINING ETIQUETTE
1. Wait for the eldest person on the table to pick up
his/her spoon before picking up yours.
2. D
 o not place spoon covered with food in a dish
shared with others.
3. Do not pick up soup/rice bowl to drink directly
from it.
4. Do not make noise when chewing.
5. D
 o not leave the table while others are still eating.
Place the spoon on top of the rice bowl and wait
until others are finished. When everyone has
finished eating, put the spoon down and leave the
table.

O’NGO FOOD
COMMUNICATIONS

SPOON AND CHOPSTICKS
In countries where rice is the staple food, chopsticks
play a central role, while the spoon has a secondary
function. However, in Korea, chopsticks and spoons
share equal importance, especially given the vast
number of soups and stews in Korean cuisine.
Chopsticks are used for side dishes, while the spoon is
for rice and watery foods. This pair also embodies the
harmony of yin and yang, with the round-shaped spoon
symbolizing the yang energy and the long chopsticks
having yin energy.

❀ HOW TO HOLD CHOPSTICKS

1
Place one chopstick on the
crook of your thumb and
index finger.
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2
Place the other chopstick
between your index and
middle finger as you would
hold a pen.

3
Use your index and middle
fingers to move the tip of the
top chopstick.

4
The bottom chopstick should
remain relatively still.

MUSEUM KIMCHIKAN
Museum Kimchikan is a space for
understanding, experiencing and
enjoying Korea’s kimchi, a traditional
food that is being globally recognized
as a health food. Visitors can rent
hanbok (traditional Korean clothing)
to take photos or wear while touring
the museum, and there is also a
section where visitors can make
kimchi. Located in Insa-dong, a
popular traditional tourist area,
Kimchikan has played a major role in
promoting the originality and value of
kimchi since 1986, and was selected
as one of the world’s top 11 food
museums by CNN.

TripAdvisor, a website that provides
reviews of travel-related contents, ranked
190 “things to do in Seoul” and a tour
program offered by O’ngo Food was
third on the list. In addition to cooking
classes, O’ngo Food offers a variety
of culinary tours such as the “Night
Dining Tour” where tourists can get a
taste of Korea’s hoesik culture (company
dinner and drinking gathering), the
“Meat Tour” which takes a tour of
meat restaurants in Majang-dong, and
the “Fish Market Tour” that tours the
Noryangjin Fisheries Wholesale Market.
All programs are accompanied by a
“food curator” who explains the Korean
culinary culture.
02-3446-1607
www.ongofood.com
09:00–18:00

JEONG GANG WON
Jeong Gang Won is a traditional Korean
food culture experience center where
visitors can make and taste various
fermented foods and traditional dishes
like bibimbap, kimchi, jeon (Korean
pancakes), and songpyeon (half-moon
rice cake). At the food museum within
Jeong Gang Won, visitors can get a
better understanding of traditional
Korean foods, and there is also an
organic farm that supplies fresh and
healthy ingredients to its restaurant.
Jeong Gang Won also offers a hanok
experience, where guests can stay at a
traditional Korean house and also try on
hanbok (traditional Korean clothing).

02-6002-6456, 6477 / 02-2223-2573

033-333-1011~2

www.kimchikan.com

www.jeonggangwon.com

35-4 Insadong-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

2010-13 Geumdanggyegok-ro,

(4th, 5th & 6th Floor, Insadong Maru)

Yongpyeong-myeon, Pyeongchang-gun,

10:00–18:00 (Closed on Mondays)

Gangwon-do
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STREET FOODS

SEASONAL TREATS
Delicious winter treats that actually make you miss winter, and frozen
treats that will help you get through the hot summer days.

For a taste of Korea’s most folksy and casual foods, go to the streets and alleys.
The great assortment of street foods are delicious and inexpensive.

GYERANPPANG (EGG BUN) 계란빵
Gyeranppang contains one whole egg, making it ideal as a
meal replacement. These buns are popular among young
students living on a tight budget.

POJANGMACHA (STREET VENDORS)
Literally covered wagon, these are small tented eateries where people go for a quick bite to eat.

Making gyeranppang

BUNGEOPPANG (GOLDFISH PASTRY) 붕어빵
This sweet pastry is crispy on the outside, and soft and
sweet on the inside due to the sweet red bean paste
filling. Because they are made by pouring batter in
goldfish-shaped cast iron molds, all bungeoppang are
identical, which is why when siblings or families look
alike they are called bungeoppang siblings or family.

Bungeoppang

PATBINGSU (SHAVED ICE WITH SWEET RED BEAN PASTE) 팥빙수
A popular summer dessert, patbingsu is made by adding toppings like sweetened red beans,
rice cake bites and fruits over shaved ice. Depending on the toppings or flavor of the ice,
there are many different varieties of the dessert such as fruit bingsu, injeolmi (bean-powdercoated rice cake) bingsu, green tea bingsu, and wine bingsu.
Dakkkochi

Twigim
Sundae

Tteokbokki

TTEOKBOKKI (STIR-FRIED RICE CAKE), SUNDAE (BLOOD SAUSAGE) &
EOMUK (FISHCAKE) 떡볶이, 순대, 어묵
Smothered in a spicy red Korean chili sauce, tteokbokki is often eaten
with Korea’s blood sausage called sundae. Another very popular
accompaniment to tteokbokki is skewered eomuk, which is made of
ground fish meat, and eomuk broth.

Eomuk

TWIGIM (FRITTERS) 튀김
Popular fritters include sweet
potatoes, squid, shrimp and
vegetables. Crispy fritters are
usually dipped in soy sauce, or
tteokbokki sauce.

KKOCHI (SKEWERS)
Kkochi are very popular street foods
with a wide variety to choose from.
These delicious treats are easily seen
on the streets.

Tteokgalbikkochi

Hoeorigamja

DAKKKOCHI (CHICKEN SKEWERS) &
TTEOKGALBIKKOCHI (SHORT RIB PATTY SKEWERS)
닭꼬치, 떡갈비 꼬치

Bite-size chicken pieces are skewered and brushed with
sweet or spicy sauce while grilling. Tteokgalbi, or grilled
short rib patties, were once a delicacy only served at the
royal court, but nowadays they are often seen on street
food carts. Both are popular, and filling snacks.

Making gimbap

Twigim
Tteokkkochi

Nude gimbap
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GIMBAP 김밥
The most basic gimbap contains eggs, pickled
radish, carrots, spinach, and ham, but there are
also other popular variations such as kimchi
gimbap, tuna gimbap, cheese gimbap and more.
Gimbap is a very popular item for picnics.

TTEOKKKOCHI (RICE CAKE SKEWERS) &
HOEORIGAMJA (POTATO TORNADOS) 떡꼬치, 회오리감자
Tteokkkochi are skewered sausage-like rice cakes brushed
with a sweet and spicy gochujang sauce, and hoeorigamja
are deep-fried skewered spiral-cut potato.
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TRADITIONAL MARKETS
If you would like to understand the history and culture of the region, the traditional market is just right the place to visit. You
can feel the unique sentiment called jeong, or the warm-heartedness of Koreans there. Exotic and affordable local foods that
please the taste buds of tourists add to the pleasure of the journey.

BUSAN GUKJE MARKET

Chungmu gimbap

Busan Gukje Market is the largest traditional market in
the city. The eatery alley on Arirang Street is famed for its
variety of palatable local foods.

Multteokbokki

Maeuneomuk

NAMDAEMUN MARKET
Don’t forget to taste the ssiathotteok (sugar-filled
griddlecakes with extra nuts and seeds) and galchijorim
(braised cutlassfish), and kalguksu (noodle soup) at
Namdaemun Market.

Ssiathotteok

BUSANEOMUK (FISH CAKE) 부산어묵
Ground fish fillet and starch are mixed, shaped
and deep-fried in oil. Try fish cake boiled in
anchovy broth or rice cake skewers served in fish
cake soup.

Yubujeongol

JEJU DONGMUN MARKET
HOTTEOK (SUGAR-FILLED GRIDDLECAKE) 호떡
Hotteok, chewy griddlecake stuffed with
various ingredients, is a popular snack for all
ages in Korea. You can choose from various
kinds of hotteok at Namdaemun Market.
Vegetable hotteok

JEONJU NAMBU MARKET

GALCHIJORIM (BRAISED CUTLASSFISH) 갈치조림
You would be surprised how much rice you can eat along
with this perfect pair of spicy and soft cutlassfish and sweet
and tender radish slices.

Opened in 1905, Gwangjang Market is known for its
eatery alley where visitors are captivated by the mouthwatering flavors of local snacks.

This more than 500-year old traditional market
transformed itself into a modern style market. Enjoy
night markets on Fridays and Saturdays.

BIBIMBAPGUI (GRILLED BIBIMBAP) 비빔밥구이
Grilled bibimbap is quite popular among all ages with
its easy-to-hold shape and its nutty and spicy flavor.

SOKCHO TOURIST & FISHERY MARKET
(FORMERLY, JUNGANG MARKET)

Local specialties of Jeju such as various seafood,
tangerines, and hallabong (an orange-tangerine hybrid
grown prolifically on Jeju) abound in this market.

Opened after the Korean War, the Sokcho Tourist
& Fishery Market is well-known for its abundant
seafood produce sourced from the East Sea.

OMEGITTEOK (GLUTINOUS MILLET RICE
CAKE COATED WITH CRUSHED
RED BEANS) 오메기떡

DAKGANGJEONG (GLAZED
DEEP-FRIED CHICKEN BITES)

Omegitteok is rice cake
made with glutinous millet
as the main ingredient. Chewy
rice cake goes well with sweet red
bean paste.

GWANGJANG MARKET
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BIBIMDANGMYEON
(MIXED GLASS NOODLES) 비빔당면
Chewy glass noodles are mixed with soy
sauce, kimchi, par-boiled spinach, etc.
The specialty of the Busan Gukje Market,
bibimdangmyeon goes well with gimbap.

DAEGU SEOMUN MARKET

닭강정

Dak means chicken, and
gangjeong refers to a snack
made with sticky rice, honey,
starch syrup, etc. It is quite
an addictive snack.

Dakgangjeongkkochi

Currently known for its eatery alley, Daegu Seomun
Market attracts both locals and tourists alike with its long
line of mouth-watering street foods at the center.
Napjakmandu

BINDAETTEOK (MUNG BEAN PANCAKE) 빈대떡
Ground mung beans, pork, mung bean sprouts, onions
and carrots are mixed together, then poured,
and thinly spread in a round shape and
cooked on a pan. The nutty flavor of
bindaetteok stimulates one’s appetite.

Samgakmandu

NAPJAKMANDU (FLAT DUMPLINGS)
SAMGAKMANDU (TRIANGLE-SHAPED DUMPLINGS) 납작만두, 삼각만두
Unlike ordinary dumplings, flat dumplings are simply stuffed with
glass noodles and stir-fried in a frying pan. The same recipe applies
to triangle-shaped ones.

SAEUTWIGIM (DEEP-FRIED SHRIMP)
새우튀김

Deep-fried shrimp is a popular snack
you can sample at the Sokcho Tourist
& Fishery Market. This deep-fried
shrimp with crispy batter is quite
tantalizing.
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FOOD FESTIVALS

Chuncheon
Icheon
Bonghwa

With four distinctive seasons and a unique geological environment, you will be fascinated by the beauty of the country
regardless of the season. Unique food festivals held each season will add to your pleasure of travelling through the country.

Ganggyeong
Jeonju
Sunchang
Gwangju

Geumsan
Daegu
Sancheong
Busan
Boseong

5

MAY

7

JUL.

8

AUG.

BOSEONG GREEN TEA FESTIVAL

GWANGJU WORLD KIMCHI FESTIVAL

DAEGU CHIMAC FESTIVAL

CHUNCHEON DAKGALBI & MAKGUKSU FESTIVAL

With subtle flavor and a mild taste as well as health
benefits, green tea has long been a popular choice among
tea lovers around the world, and Korea is no exception.
Boseong, located in the southern region of the country,
is the largest producer of quality green tea in Korea. If
you want to buy green tea, make sure it is from Boseong,
which is famed for its quality green tea with superb flavor
as well as its health and beauty benefits. The right time to
visit the region is May, when the fields turn bright green
and right around when the Boseong Green Tea Festival
is held. Various green tea-related programs await you,
including green tea leaf picking, green tea roasting and
tea ceremony classes, just to name a few. Also, green tea
exhibitions and performances as well as a variety of green
tea-based products are not to be missed. Boseong is the
perfect healing spot for those who want to refresh their
mind and body.

Fermented food makes up a good majority of Korean
cuisine, and kimchi is one good example. In Korea,
no meal is complete without a side of kimchi. Also, it
is a health food that is known around the world. In
Gwangju, the city of gourmet food, there are 4 rounds
of kimchi festivals themed with seasonal kimchi: spring
and summer kimchi in May; autumn kimchi and various
cultural events in September; a kimchi master contest
in November; and making kimchi and sharing it with
neighbors in December. Each festival offers various
kimchi-making programs as well as kimchi sampling.

Chimac, a chicken-and-beer combo, is a favorite
combination among Koreans. Chicken and beer play an
essential part of leisurely hours among close friends in
Korea and is the perfect snack for a baseball game. If you
really want to enjoy this popular combo, visit Daegu,
the hottest city in summer, in July when the Daegu
Chimac Festival is held. This popular festival saw as
many as 1 million visitors in 2016 alone. Chilled beer and
scrumptious fried chicken dishes will cool you off in the
sweltering summer. An EDM party, a water slide, and a
beer-drinking contest are also not to be missed.

Surrounded by a beautiful lake and picturesque
mountains, Chuncheon in Gangwon-do is called the
lake city. It also is the filming spot of the popular Korean
drama titled Winter Sonata. However, superb landscapes
are not the only attraction for tourists. Dakgalbi (spicy
stir-fried chicken) and makguksu (buckwheat noodles)
are loved by tourists, as well as loyal patrons. If you plan
to visit the city, make sure to join the various activity
programs, including cooking classes where you can learn
about the local dishes of Gangwon-do like spicy stir-fried
chicken and buckwheat noodles. Also, there is madangnori
(traditional Korean outdoor performances), the dakssaum
(one-legged fight) contest, and performances by foreign
performance teams to help boost the atmosphere.

061-850-5211~4
dahyang.boseong.go.kr
7 75, Nokcha-ro Boseong-eup,
Boseong-gun, Jeollanam-do
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5-12

MAY–DEC.

062-613-3991~4
kimchi.gwangju.go.kr
Gwangju Kimchitown,
60, Kimchi-ro,
Nam-gu, Gwangju

053-248-9998
www.chimacfestival.com
36, Gongwonsunhwan-ro,
Dalseo-gu, Daegu

033-254-4347
www.mdfestival.com
C
 huncheon Peace Eco Park,
Geunhwa-dong, Chuncheon-si,
Gangwon-do
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9

SEP.

9-10

SEP.–OCT.

9-10

SEP.–OCT.

SANCHEONG MEDICINAL HERB FESTIVAL

GEUMSAN INSAM (GINSENG) FESTIVAL

BUSAN JAGALCHI FESTIVAL

BONGHWA PINE MUSHROOM FESTIVAL

Sancheong in Gyeongsangnam-do is the birthplace
of Donguibogam (Principles and Practices of Eastern
Medicine), which is a medical book created by UNESCO
as part of the Memory of the World and still is a bible of
Korean medicine doctors. Sancheong particularly holds
significant meaning in traditional Korean medicine
since Heo Jun, the author of Donguibogam, stayed in
Sancheong and treated patients there. Surrounded by the
Jirisan Mountains, Sancheong is also a major producer of
quality medicinal herbs that grow in the mountain. If you
are interested in herbal medicine, look no further than
Sancheong. The Sancheong Medicinal Herb Festival is
held from late September to early October, and you will
get to know the various kinds of medicinal herbs that
grow in the region, as well as wild herbs that are found on
Jirisan mountain.

Korean ginseng is a typical health food in Korea that is
also well-known around the globe for its amazing health
benefits. Indigenous Korean ginseng in particular, has
superb medicinal effects, which is why it has been an
important item for trade with foreign countries, even
during the Goryeo Dynasty about 1,000 years ago. The
biggest producer, Geumsan in Chungcheongnam-do,
holds the Geumsan Insam (Ginseng) Festival for 10 days
from the middle of September. Aside from the exhibitions,
there are exciting events, performances, and delicious
foods that are sure to please visitors. The opening of
the festival, which is celebrated by nongak, a popular
performing art derived from communal rites, as well
as street performances are enough to captivate tourists.
The festival offers a variety of activity programs like the
ginseng-food sampling, ginseng harvesting, ginseng liquor
brewing, and tasting.

Busan Jagalchi Market is a symbol of vitality to the port
city. Located near the southern port of Busan, the market
is one of the largest seafood trading centers in the world
and a popular tourist spot. The market is always full of
hustle and bustle with both locals and tourists who come
to taste various mouth-watering fresh seafood like sliced
raw fish, and jogaegui (grilled clams), just to name a few.
If you want to have an experience that is all about seafood,
look no further than the Busan Jagalchi Festival that is
held between late September and early October every
year. You will be captivated by a variety of performances
including street parades, fireworks, and a sliced raw fish
contest, tasting jeonbokjuk (abalone porridge), miyeokguk
(seaweed soup), and bokguk (puffer fish soup), and making
hoebibimbap (raw fish bibimbap) will be genuine pleasures
for the eyes and the mouth alike.

Pine mushrooms are premium mushrooms that grow near
the pine trees, mainly under a pile of fallen pine needles.
What makes pine mushrooms so unique is their meat-like
chewy texture and the fresh flavor that cannot be found
elsewhere. Bonghwa in Gyeongsangbuk-do is the biggest
producer of quality pine mushrooms thanks to its wellpreserved pine tree forests. The region annually holds the
Bonghwa Pine Mushroom Festival from late September
to early October. Visitors can taste the rich flavor and
delectable taste of freshly-harvested pine mushrooms
and can purchase pine mushrooms, which are usually
expensive, for a rather reasonable price. Observations of
mushrooms’ ecosystem, a mountain bike race, sailing on
rafts, hanji (traditional Korean paper) crafts are not to be
missed.

055-970-6601~5
www.scherb.or.kr
 45-6, Donguibogam-ro
555beon-gil
Geumseo-myeon,
Sancheong-gun,
Gyeongsangnam-do
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9-10

SEP.–OCT.

041-750-2411
www.insamfestival.co.kr
G
 eumsan Ginseng Museum
and the Ginseng & Herb Street,
Geumsan-eup, Geumsan-gun,
Chungcheongnam-do

051-243-9363
www.ejagalchi.com
Jagalchi Market, 52,
Jagalchihaean-ro,
Jung-gu, Busan

054-679-6313~5
www.bonghwafestival.com/songi/
1111, Bonghwa-ro,
Bonghwa-eup,
Bonghwa-gun,
Gyeongsangbuk-do
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10

OCT.

ICHEON RICE CULTURAL FESTIVAL
Icheon has been a major producer of quality rice since
the Joseon Dynasty. At that time, rice from Icheon
was presented to the royal family. Icheon rice is still
quite popular for its glossy and firm texture and nutty
and sweet flavor. In mid October, which is the busiest
harvesting season, the region holds the Icheon Rice
Cultural Festival. Various foods made with Icheon rice
are the true highlight. Enjoy the nutty smell of cooking
rice, the intriguing sound of pounding steamed rice into
cake, and the rich flavor of well-fermented makgeolli
(cloudy rice wine). A rice cooking contest, the making of
a rainbow-colored garaetteok (cylinder-shaped rice cake),
and the world rice cuisine contest will be memorable
events. Also, making injeolmi (bean-powder-coated rice
cake) and pounding rice cake with a mallet are also fun
activities that anyone can enjoy without much difficulty.
031-644-4125, 4127 www.ricefestival.or.kr
A
 reas near 398, Gwango-dong, Icheon-si, Gyeonggi-do
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10

OCT.

10

OCT.

10

OCT.

JEONJU BIBIMBAP FESTIVAL

SUNCHANG GOCHUJANG FESTIVAL

GANGGYEONG SALTED SEAFOOD FESTIVAL

Bibimbap has been a beloved food for Koreans and
foreigners alike, but what makes the dish even more
unique is that it embodies the philosophy of Korean
cuisine, which is “harmony amid diversity.” A bowl of
rice is beautifully garnished with a variety of colorful
vegetables and meat, which is then mixed altogether
and enjoyed. The Korea Traditional Culture Center in
Jeonju, which is famed for its Jeonju-style bibimbap,
holds a bibimbap festival in mid October every year.
During the festival, young and passionate chefs present
unique bibimbap dishes at the Chef’s Invitation show, and
visitors are delightedly invited to 4 performances under
the theme of the origin of bibimbap. Also, there is a DIY
bibimbap program where participants can make their own
bibimbap, and a bibimbap contest awaits you.

Traditional Korean condiments - doenjang (soybean paste),
ganjang (soy sauce), and gochujang (red chili paste) - play
an essential part of Korean food. Made with fermented
soybeans, these condiments add a unique savory and rich
flavor to entire Korean dishes, ranging from soup, stew,
and stir-fried dishes to seasoned vegetables. Sunchang
built its reputation as a producer of quality red chili paste.
The folk village in Sunchang holds an annual festival
titled the Sunchang Gochujang Festival in early October.
A variety of programs are available, such as making
traditional Korean condiments and tteokbokki (stir-fried
rice cake), watching traditional folk performances, a
cooking contest, and an EDM light show, just to name a
few. All these will spice up your travels in Korea, just like
the intense and robust flavor of red chili paste.

Jeotgal, or salted seafood, is made by fermenting seafood
like anchovies, prawn, and large-eyed herring, and it
is the secret behind the unique rich flavor of Korean
cuisine. Many Koreans say kimchi without salted seafood
is not true kimchi. During the kimchi-making season in
winter, go to Ganggyeong-eup, the hometown of salted
seafood in the country. It is where the Ganggyeong Salted
Seafood Festival is held in mid October each year. Visitors
are encouraged to join several activity programs such as
making jumeokbap (rice balls), gimbap, and kimchi with
salted seafood, as well as making spicy salted seafood.
You will surely be captivated by the true charm of salted
food. You can also get a glimpse of the style and beauty of
Korean culture through kite-flying, wish-lantern making
as well as traditional Korean crafts.

063-231-8969
www.bibimbapfest.com
9 5 Seohak-ro, Wansan-gu,
Jeonju-si, Jeollabuk-do

063-650-1611, 063-652-9301
www.jangfestival.co.kr
6 -3, Minsongmaeul-gil,
Sunchang-gun,
Jeollabuk-do

041-746-5662
www.ggfestival.co.kr
45, Geumbaek-ro,
Nonsan-si,
Chungcheongnam-do
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ROYAL CUISINE
CULMINATION OF FLAVORS, STYLE,
AND PHILOSOPHY IN KOREAN CUISINE
Korea, a country that boasts 5,000 years of history, was once ruled by royal dynasties. During the Joseon
Dynasty (1392 –1910), in particular, an elegant and colorful culinary culture sprouted from the court.
Today, royal cuisine of the Joseon Dynasty is prized as the exquisite embodiment of a style and philosophy
unique to Korea that has been designated as an important intangible cultural heritage.

NEOBIANI
(MARINATED GRILLED BEEF SLICES) 너비아니
TENDER AND JUICY
This dish is a royal court version of the popular
bulgogi. To prepare the dish, beef tenderloin or
sirloin is thinly sliced, seasoned with soy sauce,
garlic, green onion, and ginger juice, and marinated
in pear juice for some 20 minutes to tenderize and
add flavor. The meat is pan-grilled. The sweet and
tender meat is appealing to everyone, young and old.

GUJEOLPAN
(PLATTER OF NINE DELICACIES) 구절판
DELIGHT FOR THE EYES AND MOUTH
Looking like a flower in full bloom, gujeolpan is both
a visual and palatable feast. The name also refers
to the octagonal platter divided into nine spaces,
in which the dish was traditionally served. The
eight sides of the octagon are filled with a colorful
assortment of ingredients, and the round center with
miljeonbyeong (paper-thin wheat pancakes). Each of
the ingredients is placed on a sheet of pancake and
wrapped, offering a pleasure of flavors.

TARAKJUK
(MILK PORRIDGE) 타락죽
CREAMY PORRIDGE WITH A PROFOUND TASTE
This is a very mild porridge made by mixing and
boiling finely powdered rice and milk. Unlike today,
milk was very hard to come by in the Joseon era, and
when the weather turned cold, the king’s physician
would prescribe tarakjuk for the king.

« Goldongban (Traditional bibimbap of the royal court)
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TANGPYEONGCHAE
(MUNG BEAN JELLY SALAD) 탕평채
DELIVERING A MESSAGE OF HARMONY
This dish is a delectable combination of mung bean
jelly, beef, bean sprouts, Korean parsley, and other
ingredients, all seasoned with a soy sauce-based
sauce and topped with various garnishes. Yeongjo,
the 21st king of the Joseon Dynasty, introduced a
policy to balance the powers in his cabinet called
“Tangpyeongchaek,” and this dish was served at the
meeting held to discuss this policy. The balance and
harmony of the ingredients well represented the policy.

DAEHAJJIM
(STEAMED JUMBO SHRIMP) 대하찜
ASPIRATION FOR LONGEVITY
Lightly parboiled prawns are skewered and garnished
with seasoned beef, shiitake and iwatake mushrooms,
finely julienned egg yolk and white, and julienned
peppers. The dish is then steamed. Daeha, or prawn,
is also referred to as haero, or “old man of the sea,” a
symbol of longevity and auspiciousness.

SINSEOLLO
(ROYAL HOT POT) 신선로
BEFITTING THE LEISURELY LIFE OF MOUNTAIN DEITIES
Literally meaning “food of the immortals,” sinseollo is
also referred to as yeolgujatang (a delightful soup for
the mouth). Beef, seafood, and vegetables are neatly
arranged in a special pot, which has a hole in the center
where hot embers are placed. A savory broth is poured
onto the ingredients, and cooked right on the table.
About 25 ingredients go into the preparation of this
dish, requiring much time and effort.

RESTAURANTS SERVING ROYAL CUISINE
1 / KOREA HOUSE
Korea House is a multi-cultural establishment offering royal cuisine, and
traditional art performances and cultural programs. The award-winning
chef and his team create and serve royal cuisine with style.
02-2266-9101~3 www.koreahouse.or.kr (English, Japanese, Chinese)
10 Toegyero 36-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul
Exit 3 of Chungmuro Station, Seoul Subway Line 3 or 4

6 / SURIME
The fascinating landscape of Gyeongju’s Namsan Mountain, a UNESCO
Cultural Heritage Site, opens up like a folding screen, and there, nestled
within it is Surime. Here, guests can experience the essence of royal
cuisine, and also participate in a variety of hands-on culinary programs.
054-748-2507 www.surime.kr (English)
110-32 Poseok-ro, Naenam-myeon, Gyeongju-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

2 / SAMCHEONGGAK
Housed in a hanok (traditional Korean house) with naturally landscaped
gardens, Samcheonggak offers authentic royal cuisine as well as other
Korean fare with a modern twist. Guests can also enjoy banquets,
performances and various hands-on programs.
02-765-3700 www.samcheonggak.or.kr (English, Japanese, Chinese)
3 Daesagwan-ro, Seongbuk-gu, Seoul

7 / JIHWAJA
Jihwaja is owned and operated by descendants of the late Hwang
Hye-sung, second master of Joseon royal cuisine. Open since 1991, the
restaurant offers diners a true Korean royal cuisine experience.
02-2269-5834 www.jihwajafood.co.kr (English, Japanese, Chinese)
125 Jahamun-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

4 / GOONG
Located within the Jeonju Hanok Village, Goong offers authentic royal
cuisine with the unique zest of Jeonju’s culinary tradition. All the dishes
are served on brassware produced by Lee Bong-ju, a brassware master
and Important Intangible Cultural Heritage of Korea.
063-227-0844 www.gooong.co.kr
337, Cheonjam-ro, Wansan-gu, Jeonju-si, Jeollabuk-do

9 / HAN CHAE DANG
Enjoy quality royal cuisine prepared with utmost care in a traditional
Korean house surrounded by nature. In particular, the Surasang course
represents the royal table. The ginseng fresh salad and abalone dish are
palatable.
031-791,2-8880 www.hanchaedang.co.kr
38, Misadong-ro, Hanam-si, Gyeonggi-do
Take a taxi in front of Exit 3 of Sangil-dong Station,
Seoul Subway Line 5

5 / BONGRAEHEON
At Bongraeheon, built in the architectural style of royal palaces of the
Joseon era, the staff is dressed in traditional attire of Joseon-era court
ladies as they serve an elegant and sophisticated royal fare. Diners will
enjoy the ambiance as well as the delicious dishes created by a chef
with 27 years of royal cuisine experience.
02-2660-9020 www.mayfield.co.kr (English, Japanese, Chinese)
94 Banghwa-daero, Gangseo-gu, Seoul
Gimpo Airport Station, Seoul Subway Line 5 or 9

10 / DAE JANG GEUM
Dae Jang Geum proudly presents the royal cuisine of the Joseon
Dynasty with a modern twist, using house made sauces, kimchi
and rare ingredients supplied from across Korea. Course menu
items inspired by traditional royal tables boast the elegant flavors of
traditional Korean cuisine.
02-3213-4534 www.daejanggeumkorea.com
5F, Lotte World Mall, 300, Olympic-ro, Songpa-gu, Seoul
Exit 1 or 2 of Jamsil Station, Seoul Subway Line 2

INSTITUTE OF KOREAN ROYAL CUISINE
The Institute of Korean Royal Cuisine conducts research, and teaches the time-honored tradition of Joseon royal
cuisine, which has been designated Important Intangible Cultural Heritage No 38. Based on the wisdom and
experience of a lady of the court who oversaw the planning and preparation of meals for the royal family of Joseon,
the institute is now actively involved in promoting Korean cuisine both in Korea and abroad. The facility offers a
variety of programs for visitors looking for a royal cuisine experience.
02-3673-1122~3
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8 / YOSOKKOONG
The rich Choi family house in Gyeongju, where its clan members have
resided for 12 generations, was turned into a Korean table d’hote
restaurant. Traditional noble family dishes made with organic ingredients
are served in luxurious brass dishes. The restaurant is a famous place
visited by foreign ambassadors and former Presidents of Korea.
054-772-3347 www.yosokkoong.com
19-4, Gyochonan-gil, Gyeongju-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

3 / SEOKPARANG
Seokparang was the holiday home of Heungseon Daewongun, the
father of King Gojong. This beautiful hanok residence represents the
landscape and architecture of the late-Joseon era. Here, diners can
enjoy elegantly presented royal cuisine, as well as traditional Korean
liquors made by masters around the country.
02-395-2500 www.seokparang.co.kr
309 Jahamun-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul
Exit 3 of Gyeongbokgung Station, Seoul Subway Line 3

www.food.co.kr

16 Changdeokgung 5-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul
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JONGGA FOODS
TIME-HONORED CUISINE REFLECTING
LOVE AND DEVOTION
Jongga foods refer to foods that have been passed down
for hundreds of years within a single family or clan.
They are the epitome of the lives, culture, and history
of these families who place great value on tradition
and familial bonds.

RESTAURANTS SERVING JONGGA CUISINE
1

1 / GYEONGJU YOSOKKOONG
At Yosokkoong, diners can taste the cuisine of the Choi Family, a
renowned and affluent clan based in Gyeongju. Locally known as
the “wealthy Choi's,” the family is well known for helping the lesser
fortunate of the community. The restaurant is situated in a 200-yearold hanok, once the home of the last descendant of the Choi family in
Gyeongju’s Gyochon Hanok Village. Jipjang, a signature condiment of
the Choi family, represents the true essence of Korean slow food. It is
prepared by mixing vegetables, seaweed, and meat with powdered
meju, fermented soybean blocks, and cooking it slowly in a cauldron for
up to 16 hours.
054-772-3347 (reservations required)
www.yosokkoong.com (Eng./Jpn.)
19-4 Gyochonan-gil, Gyeongju-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do
2 / GOGA (OLD HOUSE) IN GIMPO
Gimpo has been the hometown of
the Cho family for more than 160
years. At Goga, visitors can enjoy
its beautiful ambience as well as
the family’s own delicious jongga
cuisine. A descendant of the family
prepares the traditional fare using
recipes that have been handed
down for over 30 generations. The
food is characterized by the use
of their own unique fermented
condiments, which are preserved
in more than 100 earthen pots
that are lined up on the front
and back yard jangdokdae (platforms where earthen pots are kept).
The culinary center also offers educational programs on preparing
natural vinegar and traditional condiments.
031-986-5458~9, 010-9032-5458
54 Punggul-ro 92 Beon-gil, Gochon-eup, Gimpo-si, Gyeonggi-do

EUMSIK DIMIBANG
Eumsik Dimibang was written in 1672 by Lady Jang Gye-hyang, wife of Seokgye Yi Si-myeong. Intended
by Lady Jang to be passed down to her descendants, it is the first cookbook in East Asia to be written by a
female author, and also the first cookbook to be written in hangeul (Korean alphabet). The book features
recipes for 146 dishes, including traditional liquors and condiments. Additionally, the Eumsik Dimibang
Institute offers hands-on programs on preparing jongga food of the Joseon Dynasty.
054-682-7764
http://dimibang.yyg.go.kr (Kor./Jpn.)
66 Dudeulmaeul-gil, Seokbo-myeon, Yeongyang-gun, Gyeongsangbuk-do
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2

3 / GANGNEUNG SEOJI CHOGATTEUL
This restaurant serves the time-honored cuisine of Gangneung’s
Changnyeong Cho clan, long known for its service to the
community. The restaurant itself is recognized for its delicious
condiments. Red chili are cleaned and dried in the sun, and when
they are perfectly dried, they are used in various condiments.
Gangneung Seoji Chogatteul also proudly serves liquor called
songjukdugyeonju (made with pine, bamboo, and azalea), homebrewed with a recipe handed down for over 300 years. The exquisite
taste of the liquor is proof positive of its great reputation.
033-646-4430
43-9 Nangok-gil 76 Beon-gil, Gangneung-si, Gangwon-do

3

4

4 / MIRYANG YEOLDUDAEMUN
At this restaurant, food lovers can taste the cuisine of the main house
of the Miryang Milseong Sohn clan, whose affluence is apparent
in the spacious 99-kan (traditional unit of measurement) hanok, in
which the restaurant is housed. Everything is carefully made using
only the freshest local ingredients, according to recipes handed
down for generations. The table is so colorful and the fare so
sumptuous that it could well be a banquet.
055-353-6682 (reservations required)
17 Miryanghyanggyo 3-gil, Miryang-si, Gyeongsangnam-do

Deodeok and
Sticky Rice Pancake

Sliced Lotus Root

Pan-fried Eggplant

JONGGA EXPERIENCE

In some jongga establishments, visitors can taste the delicious food, and also experience unique traditional cultures of Korea. Visit
the Hanok Stay website (www.hanokstay.or.kr; operated by the Korea Tourism Organization) for more information on jongga houses
around the country.
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TEMPLE FOODS

AN APPRECIATION FOR ALL
LIVING THINGS
Korean temple food has been prepared and consumed for more
than 1,700 years. To a Buddhist monk, eating is more than
enjoying good taste and nutrition; it is a process of seeking truth.
Today, temple food is gaining renewed attention for being as close
to nature as possible, and for reminding people of the essence of life.
AVOIDANCE OF MEAT AND THE FIVE SPICES
Korean temple food is distinguished by the philosophy that all
living things depend on each other for existence. Non-vegetarian
ingredients such as meat, fish, chicken, and eggs are prohibited,
and also banned are osinchae, which are five spicy and pungent
vegetables—green onions, garlic, chives, wild chives, and heunggeo
(Scilla scilloides)—whose stimulating flavors are considered to
interfere with Buddhist practice.
A NATURE-FRIENDLY AND HEALTHY DIET
Temple food is often known for what it lacks: not only meat and
osinchae but also artificial condiments. Fresh seasonal vegetables,
grains, beans, and a variety of fermented foods like kimchi, sauces,
and seasonings are the staples of temple foods, all of which are a great
source of quality protein, vitamins, minerals, fiber, and medicinal
properties. Used in place of osinchae are mild-tasting seasonings like
mushroom powder, kelp powder, sancho (Xanthoxylum piperitum)
powder, perilla seed powder, and fresh bean powder.
SIMPLE YET RICH TASTE OF NATURE
Due to the Buddhist inclination to eat seasonal vegetables and grains
as close to their natural form as possible, temple cuisine has relied
on simple and light cooking techniques such as lightly seasoning,
steaming, roasting, pickling or wrapping. The resulting dishes are
simple and light, bringing out the natural flavor of the ingredients.
The simple-tasting and low-calorie cuisine made of 100% vegetarian
ingredients has come to represent nature-friendly and healthy diet.
KOREA TEMPLE FOOD CENTER
Don’t miss the rare opportunity to learn about 1700-year old Korean
temple cuisine from a monk and guru of temple food. Participants get to
learn about the temple cuisine that boasts plain but natural tastes and
have a conversation with monks over tea.
02-733-4650 www.koreatemplefood.com
39, Yulgok-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul
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Templestay
Center

Korea Studio Sool

GOURMET
TOUR
COURSES

Lee Sang-beom’s
House

Lee Sang’s
House

Seoul

Gangneung

Seoul Stn.

Insa-dong Street
Line 5

Seochon Gallery Alley

Namsan Cable Car
Namsan Seoul Tower

Line 3
Anguk Stn.

Gyeongbokgun
g Stn

.

Insa-dong Hanok Alley
Gwanghwamun Square

Cuisine of one country is not just a
food, but a “plate on which culture
is displayed.” Likewise, hansik, or
Korean food, embodies the essence of
Korean culture. Here we introduce
7 gourmet tour courses where you
can taste the culture of Korea. Join
us on a journey to the world of
Korean culture and cuisine.

Jogyesa Temple

Gyeongbokgung
Palace

Seochon Garage

Namsan Cable Car

Seoul Stn.

Line 1
Line 4

Tongin Market

Sookmyung Women’s Univ. Stn.

Tapgol Park

Namsan Botanical Garden

Pimatgol alley

The Sool Gallery

Line 1

Namyeong Stn.
Line

Gwanghwamun Stn.

5
ine

L

Line 1

Cheonggye Square

Gyeongnidan-gil Road

Jonggak Stn.

Jongno 3(sam)-ga Stn.

K-Style Hub

K-style Hub

6

The War Memorial of Korea

Seoul Central Mosque

Samgakji Stn.

Cheong
g

yecheo
n

Noksapyeong Stn.

Stream

Itaewon Stn.

Usadan-ro

TRADITIONAL LIQUOR COURSE

TEMPLE FOOD COURSE

HALAL FOOD COURSE

Take this course, and you get to visit a traditional liquor gallery in Insadong, a town of traditional culture, and taste various traditional liquors at
a small pub along an alley of Jongno-gu. Look around the houses where
Korean artists, who loved drinking and had a taste for the arts, used to stay.

Among Korean foods, temple food is made with the
simplest recipe to present the natural taste of ingredients.
During this temple food course, you get to meet with
monks to learn about philosophies reflected in temple
food, which is originally for Buddhist monks.

Try exotic and delectable foods at Halal restaurants in
Itaewon. Take a walk and have cozy tea-time at a café
on the romantic Gyeongnidan-gil Road, and enjoy the
superb nightscapes at Namsan N-Tower, which will be an
unforgettable memory.

“Feel the heart of Koreans embodied in temple food”

“Enjoy the wonderful nightscape in Seoul”

“With flavorful wine and beautiful arts, I couldn’t be happier.”
 eet up at K-Style Hub (Korean Food Culture Center) and begin the tour  Hear an
M
explanation about traditional liquor and tasting at Sool Gallery in Insa-dong  Brewery
restaurant (tour of the Hanok alleys in Insa-dong and a tasting of handmade traditional
liquor and snacks)  Poet Lee Sang’s house and landscape painter Lee Sang-beom’s
house  Tasting room of Boksoondoga (a tasting of traditional liquor)  Take a walk
near Seochon hanok (traditional Korean houses) & Gallery alleys  Traditional liquor
research center (tour and a tasting of liquor)  Tongin Market (experiencing traditional
Korean food)  Traditional Korean liquor pub (enjoy traditional liquor and side dishes)
11 tasting menu items (food and beverages)/7 activity programs
15:00~21:00 (6 hours)

Suwon

 eet up at the Korean Food Culture Center and begin the tour 
M
Go to Itaewon via Gwanghwamun  Visit the Islamic mosque in
Itaewon  Lunch (halal-style Korean food) at a Halal restaurant
on Usadan-ro street near the mosque  Take a walk along
Gyeongnidan-gil road (summer: bingsu [shaved ice with sweet
red bean paste], winter: tea – Muslim-style tea time with Baklava,
shopping, and a guided tour of unique locations)  Head to
Namsan N Tower to take the cable car (to enjoy the nightscapes
of Seoul)
10 tasting menu items
17:00~21:00 (4 hours)

 eet up at the K-Style Hub (Korean Food Culture Center)
M
and begin the tour  Visit Gyeonji-dong and Insa-dong via
Cheonggyecheon Stream  Jogyesa Temple tour  Balwoo
Gongyang (temple food for lunch, menu to be explained by a
chef)  Meet with a monk (Korean Buddhism and temple culture)
 Embark on a food-tasting tour and shop in Insa-dong and
Pimatgol alley  Tea time at a traditional Korean cafe
15 sample menu items/2 activity programs
11:00~16:00 (5 hours)

1

1

4

2
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3

1 _Folksy traditional liquor makgeolli
(cloudy rice wine)
2 _The younger person fills the glass for
an elder person
3 _ Food and snacks that go well with
traditional Korean liquor
4 _Brewing traditional Korean liquor

3

1

2

1 _Temple food, the simplest form of food that
is closest to nature
2 _Balwoo Gongyang, a simple meal for monks
3 _ Conversation over tea

3

2

1 _Halal-certified restaurants in
Itaewon
2 _Unique Halal food in Seoul
3 _The simple and mild taste of
Halal food in Seoul
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Hangang River

Tubester
Some Sevit

s
res

Banpo Bridge Rainbow Fountain

ort
gF

n
seo

Banpo Dalbit Plaza

Hwaseomun Gate

e3

Lin

Banpo Hangang Park

a
Hw

Hwaseong Archery Site
Gyeongpo Beach

Hwahongmun Gate

Seoul Yangnyeongsi

Heo Gyun and Heo Nanseolheon
Memorial Park

Ministop

Damiga
Arirang Korean Medicine Clinic
K-Style Hub

Express Bus Terminal Stn.

Jegi-dong Stn.

Line

1

Ojukheon

Oriental Medicine Museum

Paldalmun Gate

Anmok Beach

Traditional Market

Line

7

Sinbanpo Stn.
Line 9

Shinsegae
Dept. Store

Chodang Sundubu Village

Gangneung Seongyojang

Hwaseong Haenggung Palace

Gyeongdong Market
Seoul
Express Bus
Terminal

East Sea

Gyeongpoho Lake

TRADITIONAL KOREAN MARKET COURSE

SUWON COURSE

GANGNEUNG COURSE

Visit the very places you saw in K-dramas and
K-movies, and experience trendy Korean food. Explore a
department store in Gangnam, which is loved by trend
setters in Seoul, and the unique convenient store culture,
which is popular among young Koreans.

HALLYU COURSE

How about taking an exotic and healthy tour of
Gyeongdong Market? You will have a unique experience
with the herbal medicine culture including checking your
physical constitution and finding the medicinal herbs
that suit your body condition.

The Suwon Hwaseong Fortress, a UNESCO World
Cultural Heritage Site, is located in Suwon. Enjoying
Korean Table d'Hote and Suwon-style premium beef ribs
is a sheer pleasure that should not be missed.

Gangneung is the hometown of many scholars and
writers of the Joseon Dynasty. You will be fascinated by
the graceful beauty of Ojukheon House, the birth home
of Sin Saimdang, and Seongyojang House, a noble house.

“Follow the trace of king Jeongjo”

“Find the noble courtesy and grace embodied by culinary culture”

“Enjoy romantic time at the very heart of hallyu”

“Rejuvenating tour of Gyeongdong Market”

E njoy popular food and desserts at Shinsegae Department Store
Gangnam  Head to Banpo Hangang Park (explanation about
Gangnam and Banpodaegyo Bridge)  Order delivery food with
a food brochure at Banpo Hangang River  Experience a ramencooking machine and secret DIY recipes using convenient store
food at Mini-stop in front of Some Sevit in Banpo Hangang Park
 Picnic at Banpo Hangang Park (food sampling on a picnic mat,
flying a kite, playing catch) and taking photos of the sunset 
Banpo Bridge Rainbow Fountain show  Enjoy the nightscapes
of Some Sevit as well as desserts on a tubester (a popular water
sports activity)
6 tasting menu items/5 activity programs
17:00~21:00 (4 hours)

 eet up at K-Style Hub (Korean Food Culture Center) and begin
M
the tour  Suwon-style premium grilled beef ribs for lunch 
Experience the national archery at national archery site at Suwon
Hwaseong Fortress  Watch a performance at Haenggung
Palace view the nearby area where the sixtieth birthday party
for the mother of King Jeongjo was held  Experience hanbok
(traditional Korean costumes) or traditional Korean tea ceremony
 Visit a traditional market and Paldalmun Gate, where the traces
of Jeongjo remain, for a free tour  Korean table d’hote for dinner
15 tasting menu items/3 activity programs
10:00~20:00 (10 hours)

E xperience herbal medicine culture at the Seoul Yangnyeongsi
Herb Medicine Museum (physical constitution tests, herbal
medicine grinding and packaging, etc.)  Experience Korean
herbal medicine at Arirang Herbal Medicine Clinic  Taste tea
customized to your constitution at Damiga in Seoul’s Yangnyeong
Market  Experience mills and gyeongokgo (herb medicine for
promoting blood circulation) at Seoul’s Yangnyeong Market 
Peruse fresh groceries at Gyeongdong Market and taste street
food as well as pumpkin porridge and red bean porridge  Cook
and taste ginseng chicken soup and beoseotchaesojeon (vegetable
pancake with mushrooms) at the K-Style Hub (K-Food Culture
Center)
10 tasting menu items/7 activity programs
13:00~18:00 (5 hours)

V isit Ojukheon House, birth home of Sin Saimdang and Yulgok Yi-i,
and tour the filming site of Saimdang, Light’s Diary  Experience
seonbi (male Confucian scholars) culture at Seongyojang House in
Gangneung  Experience the head family food of Seongyojang
House as well as osaekdasik (five-colored tea confectionery)
 Visit Heo Gyun and Heo Nanseolheon Memorial Park and
experience a tea ceremony  Chodang Dubu Village in Chodangdong  Korean coffee tasting tour (Experience coffee-making
with a barista at a café on Anmok coffee street, and taste
yeontanppang (charcoal briquette-shaped bread)
18 tasting menu items/3 activity programs
10:00~16:00 (6 hours)

1
2

1

3

2
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1

1

1 _Trendy dessert
2 _Chicken delivered to outdoor
locations near the Hangang River
3 _Enjoying cup ramen at a
convenience store

2

3

1 _Sweet and heart-warming red bean porridge
2 _Energy-boosting ginseng chicken soup that boasts a gentle but superb ginseng
flavor
3 _Gyeongdong Market where you can find a variety of medicinal herbs

1 _Korean table d’hote in Suwon, with
the influence of royal cuisine
2 _ Suwon-style premium beef ribs
served in generous portions
3 _Gyeranppang, or egg bun, a popular
local food sold at the traditional
market in Suwon

3

2

3

1 _Delectable coffee on Anmok
Street which is famed for its
quality coffee
2 _Chodang bean curd with its
rich and nutty bean flavor
3 _A tea ceremony class at
Seongyojang House
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USEFUL EXPRESSIONS AT RESTAURANTS
ENGLISH

KOREAN

How are you?

안녕하세요?

Annyeong haseyo?

Thank you.

감사합니다.

Gamsa hamnida.

Yes.

예.

Ye.

No.

아니오.

Aniyo.

I am sorry.

미안합니다.

Mian hamnida.

Could I have the menu, please?

메뉴 좀 보여주세요.

Menu jom boyeo juseyo.

What would you recommend?

추천해주세요.

Chucheon haejuseyo.

What is this food called?

이 음식 이름이 뭐예요?

I eumsik ireumi mwoyeyo?

Could I have the same as that?

저것과 같은 것으로 주세요.

Jeogeotgwa gateun geoseuro juseyo.

Don’t make it too spicy.

너무 맵지않게 해주세요.

Neomu maepji anke haejuseyo.

I’m vegetarian.

채식주의자 입니다.

Chaesik ju-uija imnida.

I’ll have

.

—————— juseyo.

one serving

일인분

Irinbun

two servings

이인분

I-inbun

three servings

삼인분

Saminbun

two bibimbap

비빔밥 둘

Bibimbap dul

KOREA TOURISM ORGANIZATION

맛있어요.

Masisseoyo

HEAD OFFICE 10 Segye-ro, Wonju-si, Gangwon-do 26464, South Korea

It’s delicious.
This is too

.

.

너무

Neomu —————————.

hot (spicy)

매워요.

maewoyo.

salty

짜요.

jjayo.

sweet

달아요.

darayo.

bland (saltless)

싱거워요.

singeowoyo.

sour

시어요.

si-eoyo.

bitter

써요.

sseoyo.

Could I have some water, please?

물 좀 주세요.

Mul jom juseyo.

I enjoyed the meal.

잘 먹었습니다.

Jal meogeosseumnida.

Could I have some more of this, please?

이것 더 주세요.

Igeot deo juseyo.

May I have the check, please?

계산서 주세요.

Gyesanseo juseyo.

Do you take credit card?

카드 돼요?

Kadeu dwaeyo?

How much is it?

얼마예요?

Eolma yeyo?

It’s

78

주세요.

won.

원 입니다.

——————— won imnida.

5,000

오천

Ocheon

10,000

만

Man

15,000

만오천

Manocheon

20,000

이만

I man

30,000

삼만

Samman

Where is the restroom?

화장실 어디에 있어요?

Hwajangsil eodie isseoyo?

Goodbye.

안녕히 계세요.

Annyeonghi gyeseyo.

+82-33-738-3000

www.visitkorea.or.kr
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